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The Eighth Annual U. N. M. Research Lecture
The Eighth Annual University of New Mexico Research Lecture was
delivered on April 7, 1961, by Dr. Stuart A. Northrop. Now Research Professor and Curator of the Geology· Museum at the University, Dr. Northrop
has served this institution since 1928 as as~istant professor, associate professor, professor, Chairman of the Department of Geology, Curator of the
Geology Museum, and Acting Dean of the Graduate School. Primarily a
paleontologist and stratigrapher, he has written several books (including
Minerals of New Mexico) and numerous articles on the geology of Gaspe
(Quebec), Colorado, and New Mexico.
'
.
A member of numerous local, state, and national societies, he was president, New Mexico Geological Society (1949-50); president, University of
New Mexico Chapter of Sigma Xi (1955-56); chairman, Rocky Mountain
Section, Ge6logical Society of America (1955-56), and became an Honorary
member, New Mexico Geological Society May 4, 1962.
Nine species of fossils have been named for Dr. Northrop, as follows:
Curculionites northropi Cockerell, 1928, a scarab beetle from the Upper·
Cretaceous Fox Hills sandstone, Dupree, South Dakota; Syringostroma?
northropi Parks, 1933, a stromatoporoid from the Silurian La Vieille formation, Jacquet River, New Brunswick; Syndetocrinus northropi Kirk, 1933,
a crinoid from the Silurian West Point formation, Pointe 1'Enfer, Port
Daniel, Gaspe, Quebec; Phragmoceras northropi Foerste, 1936, a nautiloid
cephalopod from the Silurian Gascons formation, Anse la Barbe, Gascons,
Gaspe, Quebec; Spyroceras northropi Foerste, 1936, another nautiloid from
the Silurian Indian Point formation, Indian Point, Port Daniel, Gaspe,
Quebec; Domatqceras northropi Miller and Unklesbay, 1942, a nautiloid
from -the Permian San Andres limestone, Bluewater Dam, Zuni Mountains,
New Mexico; Ascodictyon northropi Condra and Elias, 1944, a ctenostomatous bryozoan from the Pennsylvanian Magdalena group, State Penitentiary clay pit, Santa Fe, New Mexico; Desmograptus northropi Ruedemann,
.1947, a graptolite from the Ordovician Mictaw series, Middle Port Daniel
River, Gaspe, Quebec; and Podocarpus northropi Anderson, 1960, a coniferous pollen from the uppermost Cretaceous or lowermost Paleocene Gjo
Alamo sandstone, Cuba, New Mexico.
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This review of New Mexico's life of
the past is dedicated to all those amateur
and professional coIIectors, both young
and old, who since 1841 have been fiIIing their knapsacks and kegs and boxes
and crates, and loading their burros and
wagons and model T's and jeeps.
"And some run up hilI and down dale,
knapp~ng the chucky stanes to pieces wi'
hammers like sae many road-makers gone
daft. They say 'tis to see how the world
was made."-Sir Walter Scott.

.
"
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Stuart A. Northrop
NEW MEXICO'S FOSSIL RECORD

INTRODUCTION
The Earth is a vast cemete.ry where the rocks
are tombstones on which the buried dead have
written their own epitaphs.-Louis Agassiz.

This is a story about fossils in New Mexico, what they are an4 where
they occur, how old they are, who found them and who studied them,
how they were named, described, and illustrated, and especially what they
reveal of the succession of plant and animal life in this state-in the ancient .
seas arid on the ancient lands.
Paleobotany, dealing with fossil plants, and paleontology, dealing with
fossil animals, are truly borderline sciences, overlapping the fields of geology
and biology. Another related geologic science is stratigraphy, which deals
with the stratified rocks together with the fossils contained in them. What
are fossils good for? We may answer this question by replying that fossils
are used in several ways. First, they are used in chronology, that is, in dating
the rocks; many of them are guide or index fossils and by using them judiciously stratigraphic sequences can be correlated from one ~ocality to another,
from state to state, and even from continent to continent. Second, fossils
are used in reconstructing past environments, whether dry land, fresh-water
stream, lake, or swamp, or marine. Third, they serve as clues to climate,
whether arid or humid, polar or temperate or tropical; they may serve to
determine even the temperature of sea water. Fourth~ in bulk, fossils make
beds of coal, phosphate, limestone, marble, and chalk. In a sense they form
oil and gas. Certain ore deposits have been formed by the organic matter of .
wood and bone attracting and precipitating iron, copper, uranium, and other
miIierals.. Agatized and opalized wood and bone"have found extensive use as
precious stones. All of these items are of immense practical and economic
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significance. Our modem civilization has in large measure been founded
on them 7 along with iron and other metals.
Fifth~ fossils are also significant in and for themselves-they are the documents of the evolution of life on this planet. This might be regarded as the
ivory-tower aspect of fossils in contrast to the practical, applied aspects.
More than a century ago James Dwight Dana, that versatile mineralogist
and geologist, wrote: "Geology is not simply the science of rocks, for rocks
rre but incidents in the earth's history. . . . It has a more exalted end-even
the study of the progress of life from its earliest dawn to the appearance of
man; and instead of saying that fossils are of use to determine rocks, we
should rather say that the rocks are of use for the display of the succession
of fossils."
Few states can boast of a more complete representation of the geologic
column than New Mexico. Every period of the geologic time table is represented somewhere in the state by rocks containing fossils. During the past
century the rocks of New Mexico have yielded a considerable array of fossils
-more than 3,300 species of plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates, extending
back over a span of 500 million years. More than 100 new genera and approximately 700 new species have been founded on New Mexico type specimens.
The late Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks of northern New Mexico form
some of the most spectacular scenery to be found in the Southwest. In
describing the Jurassic sandstones of the great Red Wall between Bluewater
and Gallup, Dutton (1885) * remarked that out of them "have been carved
the most striking and typical features of those marvelous plateau landscapes
which will be subjects of wonder and delight to all coming generations of
men." Colbert (1950) wrote of the valley of the Chama River: "Here is a
land of vivid colors and towering cliffs7 where every hour of the day and
every change in the weather lend new aspects to the scene. It is a land
doubly interesting to the paleontologis4 because in addition to sweeping
vistas there are excellent fossils to be found in this colorful cliff country."
Referring to the entire' San Juan Basin of northwestern New Mexico, an
area of 11,000 square miles in which strata have been warped into the shape
of a shallow bowl with a diameter of about 120 miles, the eminent paleontologIst George G. Simpson (1948) wrote: "Many of these formations are
richly fossiliferQus and the basin as a whole is one of the most interesting
geological regions in the world and contains numerous thrilling chapters of
the history of the earth and of life."
*In an article of this type, it is not feasible to document completely, for this would
require a lengthy bibliography. The interested reader is referred to the several bibliographies
cited in Selected References.
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GEOLOGIC TIME AND THE ROCK RECORD
RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE TIME SCALES

Before considering the fossil record we should examine the rock record,
for it is in the stratified rocks that our fossils occur. The rocks of the Earth's
crust can be fitted into a geologic time chart or table. This is a chronologically
arranged table, subdivided into major units called eras, subdivisions of these
called periods, and smaller units called epochs. "Period" and "epoch" are
time terms; the rocks deposited during an epoch of time are designated a
"series" and the rocks deposited during a" period of time constitute a
"system." By observing the relative order" of succession or superposition of
strata at any given exposure or outcrop and by correlating from one locality
to another, the geologic time table was gradually evolved. Until 1907 there
seemed to be little possibility of determining absolute ages in millions of
years for critical points in the relative time table. Foliowing the accidental
discovery of radioactivity by the French chemist, Becquerel, in 1896, it was
suggested in 1907 by the Ya~e chemist, Boltwood,that the ratio of lead to
uranium in a mineral might be" used to determine its age in millions of
years. During the next two decades hundreds of minerals and rocks were
analyzed, so that by 1930 the Earth's oldest rock was known to be about
1,850 million years old. In later years other methods of dating were devised:
the lead/alpha-particle ratio, the potassium/argon ratio, and the rubidium/strontium ratio. The oldest rocks are now believed to be at least
3,600 million years old.
The accompanying tables give various estimates of critical points in the
absolute time scale, first for eras and then for periods and some epochs. The
last column in each table represents my thinking at the present time. It
should be emphasized that nothing is likely to upset the placement of rocks
and fossils in the relative time scale. However, the absolute time determinations are subject to revision and refinement.
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COMPARISON OF VARIOUS ESTIMATES OF CRITICAL POINTS
IN THE GEOLOGIO TIME SCALE (IN MILLIONS OF YEARS)

Beginning of Era
Holmes
(mi.1lions of years ago) (1933 )
CENOZOIO
MESOZOIO
PALEOZOIO
PRECAMBRIAN

(oldest rocks)

60
190
510

Dunbar
(1949)

Colbert

U.s.O.s.

U.s.G.s.

(1955)

(1956)

(1958)

Moore
(1958)

Stilton
(1959)

71

70 '
200 I
520 I

657
180
510

60
185
520

75
200
520

3,000+

3,500+

3,600+

201
501

60±2
185±5
520±10

I·

7

2,300+

7

3,250+

(Continued)
Beginning of Era
Dunbar
(millions of years ago) (1960 )
CENOZOIO
MESOZOIO
PALEOZOIO

70
200
500

Easton
(1960)

Stokes
(1960)

71
180
486

60
185
520

7

3,300+

Northrop (1960
unpublished )
75±5
200±10
510±20

Holmes
(1960)

Kulp
(1961)

Northrop (1962
this paper)

70±2
225±5
600±20

63±2
230±10
590±20

70±5
215±10
550±25

7

7

PRECAMBRIAN

(oldest rocks)

3,000+

3,500+

3,600+

a
~

~

Z

0

~
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Fossil Record
PARENTHESES-DuRATION OF INTERVAL Northrop:
IN MILLIONS
OF YEARS.
FIGURES IN PARENTHESES-MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO.
Era

Period

Quaternary
.. '"

Epoch
Recent
Pleistocene

Northrop
(1960;unpublished)
1

Holmes

Kulp

(1960)

(1961)

1
(1)

1
(1)

~

Northrop
(1962, this
paper)
1
(1)

(1)

Pliocene
11
10
12
9
·
(12)
(11)
(13)
(10)
CENOZOIC
Miocene
16
14
12
15
·
,
(28)
(25)
(25)
(25)
Tertiary
Oligocene;:
10
15
11
10
· .... : . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (38) . . . . . . . . . . . . . (40) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (36) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (35)
Eocene
20
20
22
20
'(58)
(60)
(58)
'
(55)
·
Paleocene
17
10
5
15
.............................................. (75±5)
(70±2)
(63±2)
(70±5)
Cretaceous
55
65
72
65
.................................. (130)
(135±5)
(135)
(135)
MESOZOIC
Jurassic
35
45
46
40
.................................. (165)
(180±5)
(181)
(175)
35
45
49
40
Triassic
............................................ (209±10)
(225±5)
(230±10)
(215±10)
Pennian
35
45
50
50
·
(235)
(270±5)
(280)
(265)
Pennsylvanian
35
40
40
55
·
(270)
(310±5)
' (320)
(320)
35
40
25
25
Mississippian
PALEOZOIC
,
(305)
(350±10)
(345)
(345)
Devonian
40
50
60
50
................................... (345)
(400±10)
(405)
(395)
Silurian
35
40
20
25
·
(380)
(440±10)
(425)
(420)
Ordovician
60
60
75
60
·
:'
(+to)
(500±15)
"
(500±10)
'.. (480)
Cambrian
70
100
90±10'
70
............................................ (510±20)
(600±20)
{590±20)
(550±25)
PRECAMBRIAN
{oldest rocks)
(3,500+)
(7)
(7)
(3,600+)
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FIGURE 1
INDEX MAP OF NEW MEXICO

(Drafted by Diana H. Baltz, 1962)
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NEW MEXICO'S FOSSIL RECORD
PHYSICAL HIsroRY AND ROCKS

Introduction
New Mexico, the fifth largest state, has an area of 121,666 square miles, 1.
extending north-south for about 5 degrees in latitude (about 390 miles) and
east-west for about 6 degrees in longitude (about 350 miles). Elevations
range from a minimum of 2,840 feet on the Pecos River southeast of Carlsbad to ~ maximum of 13,151 feet at Wheeler Peak northeast of Taos. The
total relief is thus 10,311 feet. The state has a marked north-south grain,
determined by regional structure and geomorphology. In the steep escarpments of many fault-block mountain ranges, the truncated edges of fossiliferous rock strata are well exposed.
The table below gives the percentage of New Mexico's area occupied by
exposures of rocks belonging to each era and system, as estimated by Talmage
and Wootton (1937).
Era

Percent

CENOZOIC

61

MESOZOIC

19

PALEOZOIC

17

System

Quaternary

{

Tertiary

{

Cretaceous
Jurassic
Triassic
Pennian
Pennsylvanian
Mississippian
Devonian
Silurian
Ordovician
Cambrian

PRECAMBRIAN

Total

Percent
31
30
9.5
1
8.5
13

3.5

}

0.5

3

100

Precambrian Era (3,600+ to 550 million yeats ago)
Exposures of Precambrian rocks amount to about 3· percent (or 3,650
square miles) of the area of the state. The rocks are metamorphosed sedimtiPtary rocks and metamorphosed volcanic rocks, including gneisses,
schists, phyllites, quartzites, greenstones, etc. Igneous rocks such as granite,
\porphyritic granite, syenite, diorite, gabbro, diabase, aplite, pegmatite, etc.
have been intruded in the form of batholiths, stocks, and dikes. These rocks
are. exposed today in the cores of mountain. ranges all the way from the
Colorado line on the north to the Texas line on the south and from the
Zuni Mountains and Silver City area on the west to a line extending from
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the Sangre de Cristo Mountains to the Franklin Mountains on the east.
.(See Figure 1 for an index map.) However, because no fossils have been
found in these ancient rocks in New Mexico, they will not be described in
detail.
Few reliable age determinations have been made for the New Mexico
Precambrian. Several rocks, such as the Sandia granite near Albuquerque,
the Harding mine pegmatite between Santa Fe and' Taos, and the Pidlite
mine pegmatite between Pecos and Mora have been found tG be 1,300 ~o
1,350 million years old. The sedimentary rocks intruded by these igneouS'
rocks are obviously much older. In Figure 2 the Sandia granite would fall
about 13 inches below the bottom of the chart and the Earth's oldest 'rocks
about 4 feet below the bottom.
Paleozoic Era (550 to 215 million years ago)
New Mexico has a better display of Paleozoic rocks than many other
states. During the early part of this era the state occupied geographically a
strategic position, southern New Mexico having been part of the Sonora
or Ouachita trough, lying between a positive land mass on the north and
a borderland on the south. During the Mississippian period parts of northern New Mexico, as well as southern New Mexico, were submerged and
during the Pennsylvanian period most of the state was covered by marine
waters. Every Paleozoic system from Cambrian to Permian is represented in
New Mexico although there are impressive unconformities and disconformities and probably many hiatuses' throughout the record. (See Figure 2,
. column headed "Environment of Deposition.")
Exposures of lower Paleozoic strata, including Cambrian, OrdoVician,
Silurian, and Devonian, are restricted chiefly to the southern part of the
state, south of latitude 33° 35' or a line running approximately through
Reserve; San Marcial, and Carrizozo. In northern New Mexico, Mississippian
and Pennsylvanian (and, in places, Permian) strata are found lying unconformably on the Precambrian basement rocks.
Cambrian Period (550 to 480 'million years a~). All Cambrian strata of
New Mexico that crop out at the surface are believed to be of Late Cambrian
age, no strata of Early or Middle Cambrian age having been recognized. Thus
our record of Cambrian rocks and fossils began about 500 million years ago
(see Figure 2). Outcrops of Upper Cambrian rocks are restricted to the
southern third of the state, south of a line from Reserve through San Marcial
to Carrizozo. The name Bliss formation is applied to these rocks, which
are found today in narrow strips ~ong escarpments of the Organ, San Andres,
Caballo, Oscura, and' Sacramento Mountains, and in scattered exposures
near Winston and Silver City. The rocks are marine and include quartzite,
sandstone, conglomerate, siltstone, shale; oolitic hematite (iron ore),.etc.
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Prevailing colo1;8 are dark brown to red, but some shales are gray or green.
Thickness is generally less than 200 feet. Parts of the Bliss formation are of
Late Cambrian and parts are of Early Ordovician age. The fossils are described later in this paper.
.
The accompanying chart (Figure 2) is an attempt to plot the relative
geologic time scale, the absolute tilDe scale in millions of years, and both environment of deposition and thickness of stratified rock in New Mexico
since <the end of Precambrian time. Starting at the left is a column d~ignat
ing eras; next is one showing periods with Tertiary subdivided into epochs
(there is not enough space to show the breakdown of the Quaternary into
Pleistocene and Recent). Next is the absolute time scale with units of 10
million years each. Adjoining this is a column depicting in a highly generalized way the environment of deposition of the sediments (whether marine,
evaporite, or continental) and the occurrence of volcanic rocks. Blank spaces
in this column represent hiatuses-times of non-deposition. Certain blocks
are patterned only part way across the column; in the Ordovician, $ilurian, and Devonian this indicates development in the subsurface of southeasteni
New Mexico. Again, the upper part of the Permian is represented only in
southeastern New Mexico. The Cretaceous has three blocks, the one to the
right for the northeastern comer, the one to the left for the northweStern
comer, and the one in the middle for volcanic rocks in several areas. <The
Cenozoic part of the column is still more complicated.
Next is a rock scale showing thickness of rock, with ea~h unit equal to
2,000 feet, and a column showing the theoretical composite<column for the
entire state obtained by combining the maximum thickness of each system; .
this totals more than 75,000 feet. The last four columns show the theoretical
~ composite section for each quarter of the state.
Ordovician Period (480 to 420 million years ago). Each of the three epochs
of the period is represented. The original classification for south-central New
Mexico by Richardson (1904, 1909) was: .
Upper Ordovician: Montoya ~estone
Lower Ordovician: El Paso limestone
Later, the Middle Ordovician Simpson group, subdivided into five formations, was recognized in the subsurface of southeastern New Mexico, penetrated only by deep wells. (The top of this group is encountered at depths
ranging from 7,290 to 11,990 feet below the surface.)
Then in 1952 Vincent C. Kelley and Caswell Silver elevated the Montoya
and El Paso formations in the Caballo Mountains to group status and proposed that the El Paso group be subdivided into two <formations and the
M0I.1toya group into four formations,. as follows:
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Upper Ordovician:

Montoya group

Middle Ordovician:

Simpson group

Lower Ordovician:

El Paso group

Cutter formation
Aleman formation
Upham dolomite
Cable Canyon sandstone

{

(in subsurface)

{

Bat Cave formation
Sierrite limestone

Finally, Rousseau H. Flower (1956, 1957, 1961) suggested that the Cable
Canyon and Upham may be of Middle Ordovician age, giving the following
classification for south-eentraI and southwestern New Mexico:
, Upper Ordovician
Middle Ordovician
Lower Ordovician

{
{
{

Cutter formation
Aleman formation
Upham dolomite
Cable Canyon ss.
Bat Cave formation
Sierrite limestone

All exposed Ordovician strata are marine and restricted to the southern
third of the state; most of northern New Mexico was apparently dry land.
Outcrops for the most part are long narrow belts or strips, generally along
the steep north-trending mountain escarpments. The rocks are mostly limestone, magnesian limestone, and dolomite, often cherty and white to light
gray to dark gray in color; some beds weather brownish gray. Thickness of the
outcropping edges of these rocks is several hundred feet for the Lower Ordovician, only about a hundred feet Eorthe Middle Ordovician, and a few
hundred feet for the Upper Ordovician. In the subsurface. of southeastern
New Mexico the Middle Ordovician thickens to about 1,000 feet. The northernmost outcrops are near the north end of the San Andres Mountains and
the south end of the Oscura Mountains. Outcrops are found in the Sacramento, Organ, Franklin, Caballo, Cuchillo Negro, Cooks, Florida, Victorio,
Hatchet, and other ranges of southwestern New Mexico.

Silurian PeIiod (420 to 395 million years ago). The Silurian system is less
well known than any other of the Paleozoic except the Cambrian, chiefly
b~cause of the scarcity of diagnostic fossils. Until recently the only epoch
believed to be represented was the Middle Silurian and all exposed strata
were referred to the Fusselman limestone or dolomite. In 1953, fossils found
byL. C. Pray in the Fusselman of the Sacramento Mountains were interpreted by A. L. ~owsher as being of Early Silurian age.
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All known Silurian rocks, both at the surface and in the subsurface, are
marine and restricted to the southern part of the state. Although originally
named the Fusselman limestone, the rock in many places is a dolomite or
magnesian limestone, containing locally much chert and jasper. It is dark
gray to brownish gray in color and a ledge- or cliff-former. At most outcrops
in the ranges of southern New Mexico the thickness rarely exceeds 100 feet
but in the- Florida Mountains near Deming as much as 1,000 feet or more
-may be present.
Devonian Period (395 to 345 million years ago). As in the case of the preceding Paleozoic systems, practically all known Devonian strata are marine and
restricted to the southern third of New Mexico, south of a line passing
through Reserve, Carrizozo, and Roswell. Until 1935 only one Devonian
formation had been recognized in the state-the Upper Devonian Percha
shale. In 1941 an older unit-the Sly Gap formation-was established..Several '\
other units have been named but these are thin and have,limited distribution and most of our Devonian fossils have come from either the Upper De- .
vonian Sly Gap or Percha. Only a few fossils of Middle Devonian age have
been recognized.
The Sly Gap has a maximum thickness of 147 feet, consists of thin-bedded
alternating siltstone, shale, and limestone, and is highly fossiliferous. The
Percha ranges up to 428 feet in thickness, consists of black, gray, green, and
yellow shale, with limestone nodules and lenses, and is also highly fossiliferous. The lithologic change from the Ordovician and Silurian limestones and
dolomites to the Devonian shales is noteworthy.
In the Pecos-Taos-Mora-Las Vegas area of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, Elmer H. Baltz, Jr., and Charles B. Read (1960) have named the
Espiritu Santo formation and consider it to be of probable Devonian age.
No determinable fossils have yet been found in this sandstone-limestone unit,
which is generally less than 30 feet thick; but the possibility of its being of
Late Devonian age is interesting because it suggests that marine waters may
have spread across north-eentral New Mexico for the first time in more than
200 million years.

•

Mississippian Period (345 to 320 million years ago). For many years the only
Mississippian formation recognized in New Mexico was the Lower Mississippian Lake Valley formation, named in 1882 for the silver mining district
south of Hillsboro. In subsequent years many additional formation names
have been proposed and these rocks range in age from Early to Late Mississippian. The Kelly formation was namea in 1904 by C. L. Herrick, president
of the University of New Mexico, for the Kelly mine in the Magdalena
mining district west of Socorro. The Caloso formation of the Ladron Mountains was named byE. A. Noble (1950) in his master's thesis, and the Arroyo
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Penasco formation was discovered in the Nacimiento Mountains west of
Jemez Pueblo in 1951 by an undergraduate student, A. K. Armstrong.
Outcrops of Mississippian rocks are found chiefly south of a line from Reserve through San Marcial and· Carrizozo to the Sacramento Mountains east
of AlaIii.'ogordo. Small scattered exposures are found near Socorro, Ladron
Peak, and in the Sandia, Nacimiento, and Sangre de Cristo Mountains in
central and north-central New Mexico.
The Caballero formation is krtown only in a small area of south-central
New Mexico, with outcrops in the Sacramento and San Andres Mountains.
This unit, ranging from zero to 75 feet in thickness, consists of gray silty
nodular limestone and shale. The most widespread and most fossiliferous
formation is the Lake Valley, consisting of thin-bedded gray to massive"
black, very cherty limestone, soft marls, and siltstones, generally 20Q.300 feet
thick; the koomum thickness reported is 449 feet. Locally this formation
has been subdivided into six named members. A striking and characteristic
feature is the mounds (bioherms or reefs), composed chiefly of crinoid and
other fossil debris, that range from a few feet to a mile in diameter and rise
to heights of 200 feet above the base.
The Caballero and Lake Valley, as well as Kelly, Caloso, and related formations are of Early Mississippian age. The Arroyo Penasco formation has
yielded a fauna from meager exposures in ~e Nacimiento Mountains that indicates a Middle Mississippian age. In southern New Mexico the Las Cruces
\, and Rancheria formations have yielded small faunas suggesting a similar age.
, The Helms formation, restricted to southern New Mexico, contains a few
fossils indicating a Late Mississippian age. All of these Mississippian rocks
mentipned so far, as well as the underlying Devonian, Silurian, Ordovician,
and Cambrian rocks, appear to be marine deposits. At the top of the Missis- _
sippian Paradise formation in the Hatchet Mountains, R. A. Zeller, Jr., reports a continental sandstone containing fossil land plants. Some geologists,
however, believe that this sandstone is of Early Pennsylvanian age.
Pennsylvanian Period (320 to 265 million years ago). Outcrops of Pennsylvanian rocks cover about 3~ percent (4,260 square miles) of New Mexico.
This may be compared, on. the one hand, with ~ of 1 percent occupied by
outcrops of all underlying Paleozoic systems and, on the other hand, with
13 percent occupied by the overlying Permian system. These PennsylvaniaJI
outcrops range across the state from the Colorado line to the Texas line in"
the central part. During the period much of New Mexico was under water
·in the most extensive Paleozoic submergence known, exceeded only by the
Upper Cretaceous flood. More of northern New Mexico was submerged beneath the seas than in earlier Paleozoic time.
The Pennsylvanian system is much thicker than any of the preceding
Paleozoic systems, ranging to more than 8,000 feet in the Sangre de Cristo
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Mountains (C. B. Read and G. H. Wood, Jr., 1947). The environment of
deposition changes from nonmarine to marine and then back to' nonmarine.
The rocks are chiefly limestone, with interbedded sandstone, siltstone, shale,
and local arkose, conglomerate, and gypsum; some of the linlestone beds
are quite cherty. Colors change from rusty yellow and brown at the base to
white and gray in the middle to reds and grays at the top. The entire Pennsylvanian sequence is known as the Magdalena group, which in northern New
Mexico is subdivided into the Sandia formation below and Madera limestone above. The Sandia formation consists of dark brown, brownish gray,
brownish green, and yellow conglomerate, sandstone, and sandy limestone,
with local carbonaceous shale and a few thin noncommercial coal beds. The
Madera limestone consists of a dark gray cherty limestone member interbedded with gray shale and a few sandstone beds and an overlying arkosic
limestone member of gray to white limestone and gray, green, maroon, and
red shale, siltstone, and arkose..
As seen so clearly from Albuquerque, the stripes just below the crest of
the Sandia Mountains are made by several hundred feet of Pennsylvanian
limestone, shale, and sandstone resting on the Precambrian basement. The
contact is a profoun1d unconformity-a lost interval of time; missing between
the Precambrian and Pennsylvanian are the Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian,
Devonian, and Mississippian systems. It is a stirring thought to contemplate
the sea shells, shark teeth, and other fossils embedded in the rocks of the
Sandia Crest, today standing more than 10,600 feet above sea level, and reflect upon how different the geography of that distant day was-possibly 300
million years ago-when these animals were living in an ancient seal We are
reminded of Tennyson's stanzas:
There rolls the deep where grew the tree.
o earth what changes hast thou seen!
There where the long street roars, hath been
The sbllness of the central sea.
The hills are shadows, and they flow
From form to form and nothing stands;
.They melt like mists, the solid lands,
Like clouds they shape themselves and go.

In 1942 M. L. Thompson proposed for the Pennsylvanian strata ofsouthcentral New Mexico an elaborate classification; naming 4 series, 8 groups,
and 16 formations. Good collecting localities abound in many of the state's
mountain ranges, from the Sacramento, San Andres, Organ, and Franklin
Mountains in the south through the Caball<\, OscUra, and Los Pinos in the
center to the Manzan<rSandia, Nacimient<rJemez, and Sangre de Cristo
Mountains in the north. Several masters' theses and doctoral dissertations
have been devoted to the Pennsylvanian rocks and fossils of New Mexico.
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Permian Period (265 to 215 million years ago). As already noted, Permian
outcrops total 13 percent or nearly 16,000 square miles of New Mexico's area.
The rocks range up to more than 12,000 feet in thickness in southeastern
New Mexico and, along with West Texas, constitute the most complete and
significant Permian sequence known in the United States.
In general, the Permian strata of southeastern New Mexico are dominantly
marine; to the west, northwest, and north they are mixed marine and continental; in the northwestern and northern part they are dominantly continental. In central and northern New Mexico only the early part of Permian
time is represented in a sequence 2,000 to 3,000 feet thick. The later part of
Permian time is represented only in southeastern New Mexico. While it is
true that locally the Pennsylvanian system contains thin lenses of gypsum, it
is in the Permian that much greater thicknesses of anhydrite, gypsum, salt,
and other evaporites are found. Near the top of the section in the subsurface of southeastern New Mexico the Ochoa group includes the great Castile
anhydrite and the Salado salt and associated potash minerals.
At the base of the Permian, the Abo and equivalent formations provide
dark red to chocolate-brown colors. At most outcrops in central and northern New Mexico the Abo is continental in origin; the arkosic sandstone,
siltstone, and shale exhibit cross bedding, ripple marks, mud cracks, and
casts of salt crystals; and the fossils present are plants and both bones and
tracks of amphibians and repbles. The rocks clearly represent river and
swamp deposits. To the southeast the Abo red beds interfinger with marine
limestones.. The overlying Yeso formation. consists of sandstone, siltstone,
shale, anhydrite, gypsum, and limestone. In central and northern New Mexico the Yeso presents such colors as salmon-pink, orange-red, geranium-red,
coral-red, dark red, and scarlet; to the southeast the Yeso becomes marine
and shows an increase in limestone. The overlying Glorieta sandstone is white
to buff and yellow in color. The succeeding San Andres limestone is dark
gray to black, medium to thick bedded, and contains relatively large fossils
of various marine invertebrates. The San Andres cOmpletes the Permian se.
quencein northern and central New Mexico. In southeastern New Mexico
the younger Guadalupe series is a thick marine sequence, predominantly
, limestone. Some. beds are honeycombed by solution and there are many
large caverns such as Carlsbad Caverns. Artesian water occurs in the Pecos
Valley between Roswell and Carlsbad, and to the east oil and gas occur in
these rocks. Overlying the Guadalupe series is the Ochoa series, which includes great thicknesses of salt, various potash salts, anhydrite, and gypsum
-all deposited in the shrinking Late PerqIian sea as it made its last stand in
southeastern New Mexico and adjoining Texas.
The Permian period brought the Paleozoic era to a close and although
there was little mountain-making in New Mexico (as there was elsewhere in
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the world), the entire state emerged from beneath the seas. This emergence
lasted for perhaps 100 million years.
Mesozoic Era (215 to 70 million years ago)
Mesozoic strata are thicker and are exposed over much larger areas in the
northern half of the state than in the southern half. This,' of course, affords
a striking contrast with the Paleozoic strata. In some places Mesozoic strata
were deposited in the southern part of the state, only to be removed by subsequent erosion. In other places certain Mesozoic strata never were deposited
. in southern New Mexico. Mesozoic exposures amount to 19 percent of the
area of the state, compared with 17 percent for the Paleozoic and 3 percent
.
for the Precambrian.
Triassic and Jurassic rocks are almost exclusively continental; Cretaceous
rocks are predominantly marine, although thick continental deposits are
interbedded in places. Triassic and Jurassic strata are brightly colored, while
the overlying Cretaceous. strata are mostly drab. Apparently the Upper Cretaceous sea covered aU of New Mexico for the first and only time in its postPrecambrian history.
Triassic Period (215 to 175 million years ago). About 8¥2 percent (10,300
square miles) of New Mexico is occupied by exposures of Triassic rocks,
chiefly Late Triassic in age (see Figure 2 for the hiatus of Early to Middle
Triassic time). The 'Chinle formation of northwestern New Mexico and the
Dockum group of northeastern New Mexico consist of several hundred to
more than 2,000 feet of shale, siltstone, sandstone, and conglomerate, with
local lenses of bentonite. Bentonite is altered volcanic ash and testifies to
New Mexico's first volcanic activity for several hundred million years. The
sites of these volcanoes have not been determined; they may well have been
located in some adjoining state. The sandstones are white, buff, yellow, and
brown, locally stained brown-black; the shales exhibit bright and variegated
colors, such as red, poppy-red, scarlet, orange-red, terra cotta, chocolate-red,
purple-red, maroon, purple, red-brown, lavender, green, and gray. These sediments were deposited by streams and lakes over a flat, low-lying country.
Earlier workers had suggested a desert climate but today we believe that it
was probably warm tropical to subtropical. We know that lush vegetation
grew along the stream courses and that on the ~. uplands were forests of
rom~.·

.

In northwestern New Mexico north of the Zuni Mountains, the Wingate
sandstone, as much as 300 feet of massive cross-bedded and in part winddeposited sandstone, overlies the Chinle. Formerly assigned to the base of
the Jurassic, this unit is now believed to be of latest Triassic age.
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JUIassic Period (175 to 135 million years ago). Only about 1 percent of the
area of New Mexico is occupied by outcrops of Jurassic rocks and these are
restricted to the northern half of the state. Many names have been applied
to minor stratigraphic units in the last decade (the proliferation of names
accompanying the search for uranium ore), but essentially the Jurassic may
be subdivided into three major units: 1) the Entrada' sandstone below, 2)
the Todilto limestone and gypsum in the middle, and 3) the Morrison formation above. These are well displayed in the prominent cliffs locally called
the Red Wall north of U. S. Highway 66 and the Santa Fe Railroad from the
vicinity of Grants and Bluewater through Thoreau and Fort Wingate nearly
to Gallup.*
The Entrada is a massive, extensively cross-bedded sandstone 100-200
feet thick. Colors range from pink ~nd red below to buff, yellowish, tan, light
gray, and white above. It was deposited by. streams and the wind. The overlying Todilto is a dark gray to brown, thin- and platy-bedded fetid limestone,
a foot or two to 20 feet in thickness. (German geologists call such a rock
"stinkstein" and years ago Americans used the term "stinkstone." When
struck with a pick, the rock emits H 2 S and the odor is that of a rotten egg.)
At many localities in northern New Mexico the limestone is overlain by a
bed of pure white gypsum locally more than 100 feet thick. Some geologists
believe that the Todilto is a lake deposit whereas others believe that it is marine. The paper-thin laminations of the Todilto are actually varves or annual
in· origin; Roger Y. Anderson and Douglas W. Kirkland (1960) found that
the 10-13-year sunspot cycle and also the 6(}., 85-, 170-, and 180-year cycles
were recorded in the varved sequence. They estimate that it took about 14,~
000 years for the limestone to be deposited and about 6,000 years for the
gypsum. Contrast this with the span of 40 million years for the period.
The Morrison formation, a few hundred to 800-900 feet thick, consists of
variegated shale and sandstone, mudstone, claystone, and siltstone. The sandstones exhibit such colors as tan, brown, gray, buff, yellow, yellowish gray,
and greenish buff, while the shales are chocolate-brown, pink, purple,
maroon, lavender, light gray; and malachite-green; locally there are beds of
salmon-pink to scarlet "chert." The Morrison was deposited in rivers and
lakes upon an extensive poorly drained plain. In Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah this formation has yielded many fossils of plants and both
invertebrate and vertebrate animals, including a host of large dinosaurs and
small primitive mammals. Practically no fossils had been found in the New
Mexico Morrison until a few years ago.
*In this area Clay T. Smith (1954) has named the Thoreau formation, consisting of
300-400 feet of siltstone and cross-bedded sandstone, between the Todilto and the 500foot Morrison formation.
\
\
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Cretaceous Period (135 to 70 million years ago). Cretaceous ,outcrops occupy 9¥2 percent or more than 11,500 square miles of New Mexico. The
system is commonly divided into two' parts, Lower and Upper. The Lower
CretaceOus is thickest in southwestern New Mexico and thin elsewhere in
the state; the total outcrop area is small. The Upper Cretaceous, on the other
hand, is extensively exposed over the northern half of the state and the outcrop area is relatively large. From much of the southern half the Upper Cretaceous rocks have been removed by erosion. New Mexico was highly unstable during Cretaceous time, as shown by fluctuating shorelines, transgressive and regressive overlaps, and alternations of continental stream, swamp,
and lagoon deposits with marine and delta deposits. Toward the end of the
period the Laramide Revolution began and New Mexico emerged for the
last time from beneath the seas, marking·the end of the Mesozoic era and
ushering in the Cenozoic era.
In the southwestern comer of the state, notably in the Little Hatchet
Mountains, the Lower Cretaceous Bisbee group has a thickneSs of about
19,000 feet. If the maximum thicknesses of the seven formations proposed
by Lasky (1938 and subsequent papers) be added together, the theoretical
composite maximum totals more than 26,000 feet. Actual thickness probably
ranges from 17,000 to 21,000 feet, the thickest part of some formations overlying or underlying the thinnest part of others; maximum thickness at any
one place may be conservatively taken as 19,000 feet. Marine and fresh-water
sediments are interbedded with volcanic rocks such as basalti·c lava flows.
A generaliz~d summary of the changing environments recorded in the Little
Hatchet Mountains by the 19,000-foot Bisbee group is as follows:
(top)

(bottom)

oontinentalfresh-water and volcanic
marine
continental fresh-water
marine
volcanic
marine
volcanic
continental fresh-water and volcanic
marine

Some gypsum occurs at the top of Zeller's Hell-to-Finish formation in the
Big Hatchet Mountains. Elsewhere in the state are scattered outcrops of
relatively thin sections of both marine and nonmarine strata: shale, sandy
clay, marl, sandy marl, sandstone, and limestone.
A few thousand feet of Upper Cretaceous rocks occur in northeastern New
Mexico, while 7,000 feet or more occur in northwestern New Mexico. In a
general way the sequence in northeastern New Mexico begins with nonmarine sandstone and conglomerate, passes upward through marine shale
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with thin limestone, more shale, chalky shale, marl, and thick shale, and terminateswith a thick mantle of nonmarine sandstone containing relatively thick
coal beds. In northwestern New Mexico the sequence is similar but marine
and continental sandstones are introduced earlier and near the top the Fruitland and Kirtlapd· nonmarine units include much shale. Coal, oi~ and gas
are important economic resources in this comer of the state.
Because the Upper Cretaceous sequences are so thick, they have been subc!ivided into a rather large number of stratigraphic units. For example, thefollowing skeleton classifications are used in northern New Mexico.
Northeastern
(top) Basal part of Raton fm.
Vermejofm.
Trinidad sandstone

Northwestern
(top) Ojo Alamo sandstone
Kirtland shale
Fruitland formation
Pictured Cliffs ss.
Lewis shale
Mesaverde group:

Pierre shale

Cliff Hous~hacra 55.

Menefee fm.-Allison barren
member-La Ventana ss.
Gibson coal m.-Hosta 55.
Satan shale tongue
Bartlett barren m.Dalton ss.
Mulatto shale tongue
Dilco coal member
Gallup 55. member
Mancos shale with
Tres Hermanos 55.
(bottom) Dakota sandstone

Niobrara formation:
Smoky Hill marl member
Fort Hays limestone m.
Carlile shale
Greenhorn limestone
Graneros shale
(bottom) Dakota sandstone

There was considerable volcanic activity in southwestern New Mexico
during Cretaceous time. The Upper Cretaceous seas provide us with our last
record in New Mexico of marine life. With the continental emergence before the close of the Cretaceous, approximately 75-80 million years ago, the
seas retreated and New Mexico has been high and dry since that time.

Cenozoic Era (70 million years ago to present)
The Cenozoic era is commonly subdivided into two periods, each with
several epochs, as follows.
Quaternary

Tertiary
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Pleistocene
Pliocene
Miocene
Oligocene
Eocene
Paleocene
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These rocks are all continental or terrestrial sediments and igneous intrusive and extrusive rocks. They occupy 61 percent or 74,000 square miles
of the surface of New Mexico. Tertiary exposures amount to 30 percent
. (about 36,500 square miles) and QuatelJlary exposures amount to 31 percent.
In a rough ~y, the Tertiary's 30 percent is composed of 19 percent sediments and 11 percent igneous, chiefly volcanic, rocks. The Quaternary's 31
percent is composed of 27 percent sediments and 4 percent igneous, chiefly
volcanic, rocks.
Cenozoic time was marked in New Mexico as elsewhere in the Western
Interior by mountain-making, intrusive and extrusive igneous· activity, tremendous erosion} and extensive deposition of sediments on flood plains and
in basins and lakes. Early Tertiary time witnessed extensive accumulation
of continental sediments in northwestern New Mexico, great volcanic activity in the southwestern iquarter, and active erosion elsewhere. Outcrops
of Paleocene and Eocene sediments amount to about 6 percent of the state's
area. Later Tertiary time witnessed accumulation of thick deposits in basins
along the Rio Grande and a widespread sheet of sand and gravel over much of
the eastern third of the state. Little is known of Oligocene time, but outcrops of the Miocene and Pliocene sediments amount to about 13 percent
of the state's area. During the Pleistocene there was erosion, sedimentation,
and volcanic activity, and glaciation occurred at higher. elevations in the
north-central part of the state.
Schuchert has remarked, of the continental deposits of the entire Rocky
Mountain region, that "the thickness at anyone place varies from a few
hundred feet to several thousand, but if all the thickest local deposits "are
combined the total Cenozoic sedimentation attains to well over 20,000 feet.
It is in this vast mass of material that lies buried the most interesting known
record of mammalian evolution, the remains of one organic dynasty after
another, whose histories have attracted the attention of paleontologists
the world over."
Paleocene Epoch (70 to 55 million years ago). During the Paleocene epoch,
extensive swamps covered the Raton region as they had during the Late
Cretaceous and in the Raton formation a profusion of fossil plants is preserved. In the San Juan Basin the Nacimiento formation (formerly the Puerco
and Torrejon formations) represents floodplain deposits of banded unctuous
clays and sandy clays of variegated colors, such as gray to black and yellow
. with an occasional red bed, and buff, gray, and white sandstones. Many fossil
animals and some plants have been collected from these strata.
.
Eocene Epoch (55 to 35 million years ago). During this epoch as much as
2,000 feet of sediment-the San Jose formation (formerly called the Wasatcb)-accumulated in the San Juan Basin. These fossiliferous fluvial sedi-
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ments include intergrading facies of 1) cross-bedded sandstones and
conglomerates with thin clay and silt beds; 2) banded and variegated clays
and silts of pale pastel shades (such as pale yellow, lavender, violet, purple,
red, bluish) with some .sandstone; and 3) reddish to bright red clays and
silts with lenses and splotches of pale bluish or greenish color. These are
Simpson's (1948) Yegua, AImagre, and Largo facies. of the San Jose formation.
The Galisteo formation, possibly 4,000 feet thick, which was deposited
in the Cerrillos-Galisteo area, is characterized by a local abundance of large
silicified logs-probably the first New Mexico fossils to attract ~despread
attention.

Oligocene Epoch (35 to 25 million years ago). During the Oligocene epoch
~rosion,

sedimentation, and volcanism were undoubtedly going on in New
Mexico but practically no fossil record has been recovered in the state. This
seems to be the greatest lacuna in New Mexico's Cenozoic record. Without
diagnostic fossils we cannot date the rocks with any assurance. With so
many tectonic basins formed at different times between late Eocene and
early Miocene time, it seems likely that fossiliferous Oligocene sediments
would have been trapped somewhere within the state's borders. Whether
such hypothetical deposits are today exposed at the surface is another matter.

Miocene and Pliocene Epochs (25 to 1 million years ago). Erosion, sedimentation, and volcanism continued through the Miocene and Pliocene epochs.
The Santa Fe formation or group (originally the Santa Fe marl), consisting
of several thousand feet of gravel, sand, silt, clay, marl, tuff, and interbedded lava flows, was deposited by streams and the wind as alluvial-fan,
flood-plain, and lake deposits in several basins along the Rio Grande Valley
all the way from Colorado to Texas. The sandstones and gravels are reddish
buff, orange, yellowish white, and cream-colored; the silts and clays, often
micaceous, are gray-green to red-brown, etc.; marls and tuffs are white and
other light shades; interbedded lavas are dark gray to black. The sediments
often weather and erode to produce badlands and picturesque bluffs; the
tuff and agglomerates weather to pedestal rocks and hoodoos. From this
formation in the Espanola basin an impressive array of fossil vertebrates, particularly mam,nals, has been collected.
Over the High Plains of eastern New Mexico the much thinner Ogallala
formation 'Yas deposited. This unit is presumably equivalent in age to the
Santa Fe but has yielded few diagnostic fossils.

Pleistocene and Recent Epochs (1 million years ago to present).

Erosio~,

deposition, and volcanic activity continued. Sand, gravel, silt, and clay were
deposited by streams and in lakes; volcanic ash or tuff (weathering to tent
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rocks in places), dune sands, and lava flows are also characteristic; glacial
deposits accumulated at higher elevations in north-central-New Mexico.
Volcanic activity continued in certain places until perhaps 1,00Q.2,OOO years
ago. Notable collections of fossils have been made from several caves.
Although fossils such as leaves and insects are sometimes found in volcanic ash deposited in lakes (such a matrix being essentially a sedimentary
rather than a volcanic rock), they are rarely found in lava. ~owever, in the
recent McCartysflow, which extended down into the San Jose Valley southeast of Grants possibly a thousand years ago, a number of vertical tree molds
ranging from 1 to 3. feet in diameter have been discovered. The lava bears
clear impressions of the bark, presumably of pine trees that were either consumed by fire or simply decayed after the lava had ,congealed.
THEORETICAL COMPOSITE SECTIONS

The year I came to New Mexico, 1928, a geologic report stated that the
thickness of stratified rocks in the state was 16,000
feet. Twenty-three years later McKee (1951) boosted this figure to 32,000
feet for the combined Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks. Today the figure stands
at more than 75,000 feet for Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic. This is a
good example of inflation I Because formations. are wedgeshaped and inter..
finger, such a great thickness is not found at anyone place. In order to emphasize this fact, the following table giving maximum thickness by eras for
each of the four quarters of the state was prepared.
th~retica1 maximum

Southwest
quarter

Northwest
quarter

Northeast
quarter

Southeast
quarter

(feet)

(feet)

(feet)

(feet)

Cenozoic
Mesozoic
PaJeozoic

9,000
25,450
11,807

14-,550
11,638
6,250

2,650
6,759
17,372

5,000
4,500
22,886

Total

46,257

32,438

26,781

32,386

Era

Thus we see that the theoretical maximum thickness of rock in the southwest quarter of the state is 'nearly 9 miles, contrasting with 6 miles for the
northwest and southeast quarters and with 5 miles for the northeast quarter.
It should be emphasized that such great thicknesses are not present in any
one county or smaller area.
By taking the maximum thickness of each formation or other small stratiF
graphic unit wherever it occurs in the state, it is possible to compile a theoretical maximum composite section for each system and thus construct a
state composite, as shown below.
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THEORETICAL COMPOSITE SECTION FOR NEW MEXICO BY SYSTEM AND

Thickness

System

Era

(feet)

ERA

Thickness
(feet)

Quaternary
Tertiary

1,000
15,050

}

Cenozoic

16,050

Upper Cretaceous
Lower Cretaceous
Jurassic
Triassic

8,095
19,250
1,227
2,316

}

Mesozoic

30,888

Permian
Pennsylvanian
Mississippian
Devonian
Silurian
Ordovician
Cambrian

12,085
8,000
2,340
2,317
1,387
2,380
186
75,633

Paleozoic

28,695

. Total

Total

75,633

Thus the theoretical composite section for the state totals 75,633 feet or
more than 14 miles.
Despite these impressive thicknesses, there are important hiatuses in the
record-long spans of time not represented by any deposits. On the other
hand, it seems clear that certain thick sedimentary sequences were deposited
in relatively short spans of time. For example, the deposition of 19,000 feet
of Lower Cretaceous rock in southwestern New Mexico may have been
accomplished in a mere million or so years.
DERIVATION OF STRATIGRAPmC NAMES

The names applied to rock units, such as groups, fonnations, members,
tongues, and lentils, are generally derived from some geographic feature
such as a mountain peak or range, river, town, county, ranch, etc. Some·
such names have been introduced into New Mexico from adjoining states,
but most have originated within the state's boundaries. A number ·of New
Mexico names are derived from the Spanish; a few are Indian in origin.
In their Lexicon of New Mexico Geologic Names: Precambrian through
Paleozoic, Jicha and Lochman-Balk (1958) listed 368 naines for these two
eras alone. As they point out, quite a few of these names either have been or
should be suppressed, but about 275 are still in good standing. In addition to
these Precambrian and Paleozoic names, several hundred more names have
been applied to Mesozoic and Cenozoic rock units.
. A few examples of stratigraphic names and their derivations are given below, starting with native or indigenous names, that is, names first applied
in New Mexico. The Sandia fonnation was named for the Sandia Mountains,
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while the Madera limestone was named for the village (now abandoned)
. of La Madera on the east slope of the Sandias. Some years ago Gordon Wood
and I named the San Ysidro and Meseta Blanca sandstone members of the
Yeso formation, the former ~or the village of San Ysidro and the latter for a
small mesa north of Jemez Pueblo. (The Yeso formation had been named
in 1909 for Mesa del Yeso in Socorro County.) We also named the Agua
Zarca sandstone member and Salitral shale tongue of the Chinle formation
for creeks at the north end of the Jemez Mountains. (The name Chinle had
been introduced from Arizona many· years earlier.) Someone who shall be
nameless proposed the term Bug Scuffie limestone member of the Gobbler formation for Bug Scuffie Hill, while the Gobbler was named for a
triangulation station in the Sacramento l\tIountains. The Alamogordo member of :the Lake Valley formation was named for the city, while the Lake
Valley itself had earlier been named for the mining camp.
Other New Mexico names and their sources include:
Abo formation (canyon and pass)
Armendaris group (land grant)
Bar B formation (draw)
Bartlett barren mem!>er
(coal mine)
Bat Cave formation
Bishop's Cap member (peak)
Box member (the Box, on Percha Creek)
Broken Jug limestone (pass)
Bruton formation (stock tank)
Caballero formation (canyon)
Chaera sandstone (mesa)
\
Cibola limestone (mill)
Corbett sandstone (ranch)
Dalton sandstone (pass)
Dona Ana member (county)
Elephant Butte formation
Fletcher anhydrite member
(potash test well)
GallUp sandstone member
Garcia formation (road)
Glorieta sandstone (mesa)
Hidalgo volcanics (county)
Howells Ridge formation

La Ventana sandstone (hamlet and mesa)
Moya formation (spring)
Nakaye formation (mountain)
Nunn member (ranch)
Ojo Alamo sandstone
(spring and trading post)
Par Value member (mining claim)
Percha shale (creek)
Playas Peak formation
Puerco formation (river)
Ready Pay member (gulch)
Ringbone shale (ranch)
San Andres limestone (mountain range)
Satan shale tongue (pass)
Sierrite limestone (iron mine)
Skunk Ranch conglomerate
Sly Gap formation
.
Tansill formation (power d.:m1)
Todilto formation (park)
Torrejonformation (arroyo)
Upham dolomite (railroad station)
Vermejo formation (park)
Whiskey Canyon limestone
Wingate sandstone (old fort)

Names introduced from Arizona into New Mexico include Bisbee group
(mining town), Chinle formation (valley), Earp formation (hill named for
an outlaw), and Epitaph dolomite (gulch). From Utah we have Aneth for. mation (town), San Rafael group (from San Rafael Swell, a topographic
feature), Summerville formation (SumJIlerville Point), and Salt Wash sandstone member.
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A large number of names have been introduced from Colorado, among
which are the following:
Carlile shale (spring and station)
Cliff House sandstone (cliff houses near Mesa Verde)
Cutler formation (creek)
Graneros shale (creek)
Greenhorn limestone (station and creek)
Menefee formation (mountain)
Mesaverde group (Mesa Verde)
Molas formation (lake)
Morrison formation (town)
Pinkerton Trail formation (trail)
Sangre de Cristo formation (mountain range)

Names introduced from Oklahoma include Hunton group (ghost hamlet),
Joins formation (ranch), Simpson group (former village), and Tulip Creek
formation. Names from Kansas include Fort Hays limestone (old fort) and
Smoky Hill marl (river) .
.Among the many names brought in from Texas are:
Bliss formation (fort)
Dockum group (town)
El Paso limestone (city)
Fusselman limestone (canyon)
Getaway limestone member (gap)
McKee sandstone member (oil well)
Montoya limestone (station)
Pinery limestone (stagecoach station on Butterfield Trail)
Powwow conglomerate member (canyon)
Tecovas formation (creek)
Yates sandstone (oil pool)

Occasionally names are brought in from greater distances. Thus from
Nebraska we have Dakota sandstone (town in northeastern Nebraska),
Niobrara formation (river), and Ogallala formation (town). The Pierre shale
was introduced from South Dakota (exact location of Fort Pierre not known
today). The Benton group (named for a fort) was brought all the way from
Montana.
As we shall see later, fossil plants and animals are sometimes named for
the stratigraphic qnits from which they were obtained and thus generic
and specific names may reflect a geographic name indirectly.
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LIFE OF NEW MEXICO - THE FOSSIL RECORD
SYNOPSES OF PLANTS AND.AN1MALs

IIi the following synopses, the major divisions or phyla are arranged in
order of increasing biologic complexity, from simplest to most highly organized.
Synopsis of Plants
Except for the ·calcareous algae which for the most part are marine, remains.of plants are generally found in continental-deposits of rivers, lakes,
and swamps. Logs are sometimes carried down by streams to the sea and thus
.
incorporated in marine deposits.
THALLOPHYTA. Thallophytes: bacteria, diatoms, fungi, algae (seaweeds), etc. The most
primitive plants. Some algae secrete lime, are commonly found fossil as banded
limy masses (stromatolites), and are important rock-builders. Geologic range of these
. calcareous algae: Precambrian to Present. Locally abundaQt and conspicuous in marine
Ordovician, Pennsylvanian, and Permian rocks of New Mexico.
BRYOPHYTA. Bryophytes: mosses and liverworts. Fossils are quite rare and apparently not
yet reported from New Mexico.
.
PSILOPSIDA. Psilopsids: primitive, generally leafless plants. Probably the first plants to
become adapted to life on the lands. Silurian to Present. Not yet reported from New
Mexico but known in Devonian strata of Arizona.
LYCOPSIDA. Lycopsids: scale-trees, seal·trees, club-mosses, quillworts, etc. Some were trees
more than 100 feet tall. Devonian to Present. Lepidodendron and Sigillaria are chie8y
Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian in age.
SPHENOPSIDA. Sphenopsids: Calamites and Equisetum-the horsetail or scouring rushes.
These plants have hollow, nobed, and jointed stems and whorls of scale-like leaves
(to which the generic name Annularia is applied). Devonian to Present. Common in
Pennsylvanian, Permian, and Triassic.
.
PTEROPSIDA. '
FILICINEAE. True ferns, reproducing by spores; some are of free size. It is often difficult
or even impossible to distinguish the true ferns from the extinct seed-ferns. Devonian
to Present. Not uncommon in the Pennsylvanian.
GYMNOSPERMAE. Gymnosperms or ~ed-seed plants.
Pteridospermae. Seed-ferns. The long-extinct seed-ferns were plants with fern-like
foliage that bore seeds. Some were of tree-s~e. Devonian or Mississippian to Permian
(and pOSSloly to Jurassic). Common in the Pennsylvanian.
Otber Gymnosperms. Cycads, cycadeoids, ginkgos, cordaitaleans, and conifers. Cycads
and cycadeoids are palm-like plants with strikingly ornamented bark and fern-like leaves;
they are essentially Mesozoic in age but there are a few survivors living today. Of the
ginkgos but a single species survives; this is the maidenhair tree with itsfan-shaped
leaves. Cordaitaleans were ancestral conifers; some were tall slender trees with strap-like
leaves; Devonian to Triassic. Conifers or cone-bearing evergreens are shrubs or trees
with small Oat or needle-shaped leaves; these are the familiar softwood forest trees;
Pennsylvanian, cbie8y Triassic to Present.
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ANCIOSPERMAE. Angiosperms or covered-seed plants. including most grasses. shrubs.
flowering plants. and hardwood or deciduous trees. Triassic (7). Jurassic. chiefly Cretaceous to Present. Represented in the fossil record by coalified wood. silicified (petrified)
wood. and imprints of leaves. The angiosperms are subdivided into two groups.
Monocotyledons. With parallel-veined leaves. as in grasses. lilies. and palms. The wood
does not generally exhibit growth rings.
Dicotyledons. With net-veined leaves. as in most flowering plants. bushes. shrubs. and
deciduous forest trees. Annual growth rings are often well developed.

Synopsis of Animals
All except the last phylum are invertebrates; most of the fossil invertebrates of New M~co are marine forms. Many phyla and classes not well
represented in New Mexico's fossil record are omitted here.
PROTOZOA. Protozoans are simple one-eelled. generally microscopic animals. Most members of the order Foraminifera ("forams") are marine and secrete a calcareous or limy
shell. generally divided into chambers; this order ranges from Cambrian to Present.
Most conspicuous of the Foraminifera are the fusulinids. which often attained the size
of a grain of wheat or larger and flourished during the Pennsylvanian and Permian.
Extraordinarily abundant and diversified in New Mexico.
PORIFERA. Sponges. the first of the many-eelled animals. Many fossil forms had an internal skeleton composed of l}licroscopic spicules of silica or lime. Cambrian to Present.
Not common in New Mexico.
COELENTERATA. Hydrozoans. corals. and related groups.
GRAPTOZOA. Graptolites are long-extinct colonial animals with a chitinous exoskeleton.
Fossils resemble pencil markings on bedding planes of sediments. Cambrian to Missis·
sippian. chiefly Ordovician and Silurian. Exceedingly rare in New Mexico.
STROMATOPOROIDEA. Stromatoporoids constitute another extinct group. resembling
hydroids and fine-grained colonial corals. They secreted calcareous laminated exoskeletons superficially resembling those of some of the calcareous algae. Cambrian to Devonian, chiefly. Not common in New Mexico.
ANTHOZOA. Corals and sea anemones. The stony corals include I) solitary cup and
hom corals. and 2) compound or colonial corals. The group exhibits an amazing
diversity in size and shape. Ordovician to Present. Notably abundant in Ordovician.
Silurian, Devonian, Mississippian. and Pennsylvanian rocks of New Mexico.
BRYOZOA. Bryozoans are the colonial moss animals or sea mats. sometimes resembling
seaweeds. The limy skeletons are lacy and delicate. fan-like. branching and twig~like.
often incrusting other organisms; sometimes massive and then resembling stromatoporoids and _the finer grained colonial corals. Ordovician to Present. Especially common in the Devonian. Mississippian. and Pennsylvanian of New Mexico.
BRACHIOPODA. Brachiopods or lamp.shells. One of the DlOst conspicuous. extensively
studied, and best known groups of fossil invertebrates. These aninials have a phosphatic
or calcareous biValved shell. generally attached to the sea bottom by a fleshy stalk or
pedicle and sometimes by spines. Each of the two valves is bilaterally symmetrical and
one valve is larger than the other. Some are smooth but many are ornamented with
~ncentric and radial sculpture, nos, frills, nodes. and spines. Olmbrian to Present.
Abundant from Cambrian to Permian but relatively uncommon in Mesozoic and
Cenozoic strata of North America; a few dozen species survive in modern seas.
MOLLUSCA. A large and highly diversified group of marine. fresh-water, and terrestrial
(land-dwe1ling) invertebrates. Some are naked but the great majority are shelled.
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PELECYPODA. Pelecypods or bivalved molluscs, including clams, mussels, oysters, and
.scallops. Each of the two valves is asymmetrical; typically one valve is the mirror image
of the other (not true for oysters). Many are marine but some are fresh water. Some
are attached to the sea bottom; some swim; some burrow into sediment, wooQ. or rock.
Ordovician to Present. Not common in New Mexico until Pennsylvanian time; most
numerous in the Cretaceous.
"SCAPHOpbDA. Scaphopods or tusk-shells, with a single, curved tubular shell. Ordovician
to Present. Generally rare, but found locally in Pennsylvanian and Permian.
" GASTROPODA. Gastropods include the snails, conchs, drills, limpets, abalone; etc. They
possess a single unchambered ;shell, generally coiled in an ascending spiral; the animal
carries its .shell on its back and can retreat into it. Most are marine but some are fresh
water and some dry land. Cambrian to Present. In New Mexico, not uncommon in
Paleozoic strata and common in the Cretaceous.
CEPHALOPODA. Cephalopods include marine forms such as nautiloids, squid, octopus,
and the extinct ammonoids. Generally possess a single chambered shell which may be
straight, curved, or loosely to tightly coiled in a single plane like a watch spring. Many
moved by jet propulsion. The pearly or chambered Nautilus is a survivor of a large group
of nautiloids, chiefly Paleozoic in age, with simple sutures. (A suture is the junction between the outer shell and the septum or partition separating adjoining chambers.) The
ammonoids, with their complex sutures, are an extinct group that ranged from Devonian
to the end of the Cretaceous. Sometimes the pearly layer is preserved in fossil shells.
In New Mexico fossil cephalopods are abundant in Ordovician, Pennsylvanian, and
Permmn; they are most numerous in the Cretaceous.
ANNEUDA. Annelids or segmented worms. Marine, fresh water, or terrestrial. Some annelids
bwld calcareous tubes; burrows and trails are commonly found; microscopic jaws and
teeth are sometimes preserved. Precambrian to Present.
ARTHROPODA. Arthropods have" segmented bodies with jointed appendages, incloseQ
in an exoskeleton of chitin. One of the most advanced groups of invertebrates, adapted
to life in marine and fresh waters, on land, and in the air. Cambrian to Present.
TRILOBITA. Trilobites are a long-extinct marine group cllaracterized by a trilobed and
segmentep body. They are distant relatives of crab, crayfish, and lobster; each individual
sheds its horny armor by moulting as it grows. Cambrian to Permian. It is generally
the tail shield or pygidium that is found fossil.
CHEUCERATA. Chelicerates include eurypterids ("sea scorpions") and arachnoids
(spiders and scorpions). Generally uncommon· as fossils from Cambrian to Present.
Practically no record of this group in New Mexico.
CRUSTACEA. Crabs, shrimp, crayfish, lobsters, ostracods, etc. Few representatives of
Crustacea other than ostracods have been reported from New Mexico. The ostracods
"are bivalved forms, often minute in size, resembling tiny clams; marine, brackish, and
fresh water. Ordovician to Present. Relatively scarce in New Mexico except in the
Pennsylvanian.
INSECTA. Fossil remains of insects are generally uncommon and fragmentary. Pennsylvanian to Present. Almost unknown in New Mexico.
ECHINODEpL\. Echinoderms are spiny-skinned animals whose skeletons are composed
of small limy plates embedded in the skin. Most exhibit a five-rayed symmetry. All are
marine. Cambrian to Present.
PELMATOZOA. Typically plant-like, with a cup or calyx attached to the sea bottom by
a long, flexible stem or column.
Cystoidea. Extinct cystoids. Short stem or none at all. Scarce. Cambrian to Devonian.
Blastoidea. Extinct blastoids or sea-buds. Short stem or none at all; often called fossil
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"hickory nuts." Ordovician to Pennsylvanian in North America; abundant only in the
Mississippian.
.
Crinoidea. Crinoids or sea-lilies and feather·stars. They generally have a long, flexible
column; the button·like disk·shaped segments and solid or broken calyces are locally
_conspicuous in New Mexico Mississippian and Pennsylvanian strata. They are gregarious
animals, often- making a major contribution to bulk of rock. Ordovician to Present.
ELEUTHEROZOA. The free·living echinoderms.
Stelleroidea (Asteroidea). Starfishes and brittle·stars. Cambrian to Present. Generally
scarce as fossils, and especially rare in New Mexico.
Echinoidea. Echinoids, including sea urchins, heart urchins, and sand dollars. Character·
ized by a globular, biscuit·shaped, heart·shaped, or flattish exoskeleton, often covered
with a large number of movable spines. Ordovician to Present. The spines are locally
common in the Pennsylvanian and Permian of New Mexico; Complete tests are rare
except in the Lower Cretaceous.
INCERTAE SEDIS: CONODONTS. Microscopic tooth·like fossils called conodonts are of un·
known affinity. They may represent teeth or internal gill supports of some extinct
fish or fish·1iI<e animal and are found from Ordovician to Triassic. In New Mexico
conodonts have been reported from Ordovician, Devonian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian
strata (unpublished information).
CHORDATA. Most advanced of animals. The chordates possess a cartilaginous or bony
notochord, the backbone, and a spinal nerve cord.
VERTEBRATA. Characterized by a skull and a vertebral column of cartilage or of
cartilage and bone. Ordovician to Present.
AGNATHA. Jawless vertebrates: extinct ostracoderms and living lampr(}ys of rivers,
lakes, and seas. Ordovician to Devonian; Present. Not yet known in New Mexico but
fossils of these earliest vertebrates occur in the Ordovician of Colorado.
PLACODERMI. Armored "fishes" with primitive jaws. Silurian to Permian. Rare in
Devonian of New Mexico.
CHONDRICHTHYES. Cartilage "fishes": sharks, rays, and skates. Mostly marine. Gen·
erallY only the teeth are preserved as fossils. Devonian to Present. Several kinds have
been found in the Paleozoi.c and Cretaceous rocks of New Mexico; a few fresh·water
sharks are known.
OSTEICHTHYES. The true fishes: lung fishes and bony fishes. Most have scales and some
bone as well as cartilage in the "backbone." Marine and fresh water. Devonian to
Present. A few species have been found in New Mexico Jurassic, Cretaceous, and
Cenozoic rocks.
AMPHIBIA. Salamanders and frogs. These ale the first of the tetrapods or four.legged
land animals. Devonian to Present; in New Mexico, chiefly Permian.
REpTILIA. Extinct dinosaurs, pterosaurs, phytosaurs, ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs, mosa· _
saurs, and several other orders; also surviving orders, including crocodiles, JizaIds,
snakes, turtles, and tortoises. These are the first true land vertebrates, laying air·
breathing eggs. Fossils are generally found in sediments of rivers and .lakes. Pennsyl.
vanian to Present. New Mexico has yielded numerous remains of Permian to
Cenozoic age.
AVES. Birds. Jurassic to Present. Exceedingly rare in the Cenozoic of New Mexico,
except in Pleistocene to Rec~nt cave deposits.
MAMMALIA. Mammals. Most advanced of all vertebrates and the dominant land
animals of the Cenozoic era and the modem world. Latest Triassic or earliest
Jurassic to Present. Abundant locaily in the Cenozoic sediments of New Mexico.

,
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CHRONOLOGICAL REsuME OF EARLY DISCOVERIES OF FOSSILS

Certain highlights of early notices and accounts of notable fossil discoveries are set forth in this section. These are presented in chronological
order from the earliest days up to 1888. Beginning with prehistoric time
these take us through the Spanish period (1)39-1821), the period when
New Mexico was first a province and later a territory of the Republic of
Mexico (1821-1846), and into the period when New Mexico was a territory
of the United States (1846-1912). The resume is not continued into statehood (1912-).
Prehistoric Time. The prehistoric inhabitants of New Mexico occasionally
collected fossil shell, bone, and wood but we have no indication of what
they thought about these materials. The button-like segments of crinoid
stems were used in making bracelets and necklaces.
1539-1840. Early Spanish explorers and colonists must have seen and collected specimens from time to time but I have never seen any mention of
fossils in the several chronicles and narratives of the early expeditions. This
is rather surprising in view of the many references to ores of silver, copper,
and lead; to minerals, such as turquois, gold, silver, copper, salt, gamet,
peridot, alum, sulfur, azurite, malachite, lodestone, selenite, mica, jet, etc.;
and to various rocks.
1841. Thomas Falconer, a Fellow of the Geological Society of London, was
a scientific observer attached to the ill-fated Texan-Santa Fe expedition,
which entered New Mexico near Tucumcari and traveled westward. He 'and
other members were arrested October 5, 1841, and most of his "papers, as
well as those of [his] companions . '.' . were, together with a collection
of shells and minerals which [he] had made, taken possession of, with the
baggage of [his] party, 'by the Mexican authorities in, New Mexico." Thus
New Mexico's first geologist was off to a good startl
1844. The earliest definite reference to fossils is by Josiah Gregg, most famous
of the Santa Fe traders, who made several trips to New Mexico during the
1830's. In his diary, Commerce of the Prairies, published in 1844, he described beautiful specimens of silicified wood near Cerrillos on land that
later (1900) became the Sweet ranch. He wrote that one log "lies between
Santa Fe and the Placer, broken info blocks since its petrifaction, which
shows every knot, crack and splinter almost as natural as in its ligneous state.
It is said that there are some of these arboreous petrifactions in the vicinity
of Galisteo, still standing erect."
1846. This was a notable year for geological observations were made by three
men engaged in military explQration.
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F. A. Wislizenus, M.D., was scientific observer with Col. Doniphan's
expedition, which explored the territory in June, July, and August. They
traveled through the northeastern comer to Las Vegas, Santa Fe, and Albuquerque, and went south toEl Paso. On June 25, "Reaching the Gallinas
creek, near Las Vegas . . . . I met, after a long interval, with limestone
again. It was a dark blue, with casts of Inoceramus of the cretaceous series."
(This was the Upper Cretaceous Greenhorn limestone with its distinctive
guide- fossil Inoceramus labiatus.)
In another connection, he wrote of this same locality: "The bluffs here
consist of a dark-bluish, shistose [sic] limestone, with fossils belonging to the
cretaceous formation. About a mile from the creek lies the small town of
las Vegas, or Gallinas, a village of 100 and odd houses."
A few days later, near Cerrillos, "I met everywhere with a red and brown
sandstone, looser or more compact, and with large masses of petrified wood."
Lieut. W. H. Emory was in New Mexico during August, September, and
October. He made a number of geological observations, chiefly of minerals,
but did not mention any fossils.
Lieut. J. W. Abert was in the territory between September, 1846 and
January, 1847. He also entered near Raton, traveled to Santa Fe, both the
Old and New Placers near Golden, and then went westward across the Rio
Grande and Rio Puerco to Acoma. Thence he turned eastward to the Manzano Mountains, southward to Socorro, and finally returned to Raton. On
September 29 at Cerrillos he saw "fragments of immense petrified trees."
Near Poblazon, in the valley of the Rio Puerco not far from Cabezon, on
October 17 he found "sandstone, containing shark's teeth, shells, and bones
of fish, many of which we collected. . . . We found, also, fragments of
large ammonites, and pieces of inoceramus." West of Albuquerque, between
Correa and theeRio Puerco, he saw an abundance of petrified wood.
Abert's collections of fossils and minerals were submitted to Prof. J. W.
Bailey and his 2-page report, entitled Notes concerning the minerals and
fossils, collected by Lieutenant J. W. Abert, while engaged in the geographical examination of New Mexico, by J. W. Bailey, professor of chemistry,
mineralogy, and geology at-the United States Military Academy, was appended to Abert's 130-page report, published in 1848 as a Congressional Document. The following quotadons are from Bailey's report:
_
"The fossils from Poblazdn consist of gigantic hippurites, casts from the
cells of several species of am~onites, valves of inocerimus [sic] . . . . casts
of small univalves and bivalv,es too imperfect for determination; and teeth
of sharks. _
\,
"The fossils accompanying the well characterized bituminous coal from
the Raton, consists chiefly of large ovoid leaves, with very distinct branching
veins, which consequently must have belonged to decotyledonous [sic]
plants of comparatively modem origin. It is an interesting fact that no ferns,

-

i
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or other of the common coal fossils were found. It is thus established beyond
a doubt, that the deposit of coal at the Raton is not the equivalent of the
great coal formation of the United States, but is of a much more recent
date. : .•
"The existence of coal on the eastern flank of the Rocky mountains has
been noticed before, and some have supposed that it indicated the western .
outcrop of the greatcar:boniferous formations of the western States; this
view, however, is not confirmed by the deposit at the Raton, which is
decidedly a far mor:e recent formation."
Bailey's penetrating observations and recognition of the distinction between the Pennsylvania~coals of eastern United States and the CretaceousPaleocene coal of New Mexico constitute an important contribution to
knowledge. The Abert-Bailey report is accompanied by 24 unnumbered lithograph plates. The 22nd plate depicts two leaves from Raton; the 23rd depicts
an Inoceramus and a leaf; the 24th shows four shark's teeth and six gastropods from Poblazon and "fossils from the lead mine at Tuerto [Golden]."
.The latter include a brachiopod and a shark's tooth. These seem to be the
earliest illustrations of any New Mexico fossils.
1849. In his report on the route from Fort Smith, Arkansas to Santa Fe, Capt.
R. B. Marcy notes that on June 17 near Tucumcari, "A sectiOn of the vertebra of a buffalo, with several ribs attached, in a petrified state, was found
today; also, several petrifications of pieces of wood and muscles [mussels]."
In his Journal of a military reconnaissance, from Santa Fe, New Mexieo,
to the Navajo Country made with the troops under command of Brevet
Lieutenant Colonel John M. Washington, chief of Ninth Military Department, and Governor of New Mexico, in 1849, Lieut. James H. Simpson
(1852) reported on their Eighth Camp, located somewhere near the divide
between the Rio Puerco and Rio Chaco, Aug. 26, 1849, as follows: "In this
basin we found some beautiful specimens of petrified wood-in two instances the trunks of the trees still standing erect :and in situ. One of these
trunks was two feet high by two in diameter, and the other three feet high
by two and a half in diameter. In another instance, a trunk of a tree, in its
petrified state, had fallen over and split open, the parts lying together as if
they had but just been cleft with an axe. For a sketch of two of these petrifactions, see Plates 18 and 19. Do not these petrifactions show that this
country was once better timbered than it now is?"
The legend for Plate 18· gives "Height, 3 ft. Diameter 2Y2 ft."; for Plate
19: "Length, 4 ft. Diameter, in its integrity 2;..2 ft." The plates bear the notation: "Printed in colours at P. S. Duval's Steam lith. Press Establ. Phila."
and constitute the second illustration of New Mexico fossils and the first
in color.
1853-56.· In 1853 the Congress authorized explorations for a railroad route
to the Pacific coast. Several parties were sent out in the spring of 1853 by
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the Secretary of War, Jefferson Davis. Thomas Antisell was geologist for
the John G. Parke expedition along the 32nd parallel. W. P. Blake and the
French-Swiss geologist, Jules Marcou, accompanied Lieut. A. W. Whipple
on his expedition along the 35th parallel, which left Fort Smith, Arkansas
on June 16, 1853, traveled across the Texas ~anhandle, and reached Tucumcari Sept. 22. Here Marcou found an abundance of oysters, noting "I have
seen there myself at least two or three thousand," which he took to be a
variety of Gryphaea clilatata, a characteristic species of the Upper Jurassic
Oxford Clay of England. He later named his new variety Gryphaea clilatata
tucumcarii and in a paper read before the Societe Geologique de France
claimed to have discovered the first Jurassic rocks and fossils in all of North
America. (Ironically, we now regard the Tucumcari outcrops as Lower Cretaceous, not Upper Jurassic.)
The expedition continued westward, reached Cerrillos Oct. 3, Albuquerque (population of 2,500 in the town and its environs) Oct. 5, and Tijeras
Canyon, Oct. 8. Marcou and Dr. John Bigelow, the botanist of'llie expedition, started the ascent of the east slope of the Sandia Mountains Oct. 8 and
achieved the crest on Oct. 10. Marcou collected Pennsylvanian and Cretaceous fossils from several localities in" the Albuquerque-Galisteo-Pecos area. In
1854 Marcou became ill and decided to take all his fossils, minerals, and ':
rocks to Fran(:e and work' up his report there. He packed up and prepared
to sail. This proposal displeased Jefferson Davis, who insisted Marcou stay
in this "country until he had completed and submitted his report. But
Marcou sailed and was then ordered to tum his collections over to the U.S.
Ambassador in Paris. This he eventually did only in part; some of the fossils
and apparently most of the rocks were returned to Washington and given
to Blake, who studied the rocks and sent the fossils to James Hall at Albany
fpr identification. Hall appears to have received part of the collections from
Pecos but not ,those from Tijeras Canyon or the Sandia Mountains. In 1856
the Whipple-Blake-Marcou report was published as a Congressional Document; Marcou's field notes in French are given in left-hand columns and a
translation by Blake in right-hand columns.
1858. Marcou published several papers written in French in various journals
during the period 1854-1857 and, in 1858, a book written in English, modestly
entitled Geology of North America and containing a chapter, "Geology
of New Mexico." The book was printed in Zurich and contains hand-colored
maps and descriptions and excellent lithographed illustrations of a number
of new species of Pennsylvanian and Upper Cretaceous fossils, as follows.
Pennsylvanian Fossils

Spinier Rocky-Montani, a brachiopod. "I found this beautiful species in
the Moun~n Limestone of Tigeras, Canon of San Antonio, New Mexico;
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where it is not mre." Orthoceras Nova-Mexicana, a nautiloid cephalopod.
"In a block of blue limestone . . . . in a deep mvine near the summit of
the Sierrn. de Sandia." Myalina Apachesi, a pelecypod. "Near the ranchos of
Pecos village." Orthis Pecosii, a bmchiopod, and Terebratula Rocky-Montana, another bmchiopod, from near Pecos village.
Upper Cretaceous Fossils
Ammonites Novi-Mexicani, an ammonoid cephalopod. "Not far from
Albuquerque and alsQ las Lunas." Inoceramus Lerouxi, a pelecypod. From
Rio Galisteo, named for his "friend and traveling companion, the celebmted
guide and mountaineer Antoine Leroux." Ptychodus whipplei, a shell-crushing type of s!tark or my tooth. From 3 miles north of Galisteo.."I dedicate
this beautiful species of cretaceous fish to my friend Capt. A. W. Whipple,
the able and learned chief of our Explomtion in the Rocky Mountains."
In addition to establishing these new species, Marcou descn'bed and illustrated a number of old species, that is, species already described and
named from other areas, including Great Britain.
Baldwin Mollhausen, who was topogrnphical dmughtsman and naturalist
to Whipple's party, kept his diary in German; this was first published in
. German (Reise v~m Mississippi nach den Kiisten der Siidsee) and later
translated into English and published in two volumes in London (1858) as
Diary of a journey from the Mississippi to the coasts of the Pacific with a
United States Government expedition. Near Tucumcari, he reported, was a
tributary to the Canadian River known as Fossil Creek. "The name. expresses its peculiar chamcteristic, as its bed is full,of fossil, oyster, and other
shells; though they do not originate here, but have been washed down from
the high land, and rolled on as far as the Canadian; which appears so much
the more evident, when you see that the table rock, 'a few miles westward
from Tucumcari, is traversed by a stratum of fossil oyster shells."
And a few pages later he refers to "a white layer of fossil oyster shells, belonging to the Jum fo~ation." In the valley of Rio Seco he collected petrified
wood from Triassic rocks. Many years later F. H. Knowlton (1888) observed
that up to that time the only such "material that has been examined microscopically from this part of the country, so far as I am able to learn, was
that collected by Dr. Baldwin Mollhausen, a German traveler, in the valley
of Rio Seco, New Mexico, about the year 1854. . . . These specimens were
submitted to Dr. H. R. GOppelt, of Berlin, who reported upon them. . . .
Among these specimens Goppert detected a new species, which, in honor
of the discoverer, he named Araucarites Mollhausianus, but did not indicate
any of the chamcters upon which it was founded, nor Can I find that it was
ever subsequently described." This is probably the same species that Knowl'
ton named Araucarioxylon arizonicum.
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Turning our attention now to southeastern New Mexico, we may note
that the first important collection of Permian fossils in all of North America
Was made in 1855 in the Guadalupe Mountains west of Carlsbad by George
Getz Shumard, geologist with Captain Pope's expedition in search of water
along the stagecoach routes. He mistook these fossils for Pennsylvanian
species but fortunately sent them to his brother, Benjamin Franklin Shumard, M.D., a paleontologist, who recognized them as Permian and announced
this discovery at a meeting of the Academy of Science of St. Louis in 1858.
(This was all the more remarkal5le because it was only thirteen years after
the founding of the Permian system by Murchison, Verneuil, and Keyserling
in their great classic, The geology of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains.) The Shumard brothers published several papers in 1858 and 1859.
1859. In his paper entitled Notice of Fossils from the Permian Strata of Texas
and New Mexico, obtained by the United States Expedition under Capt.
John Pope for boring Artesian Wells along the 32d Paral., with Descriptions of New Species from these Strata and the Coal Measures of that
region. B. F. Shumard described a coral, brachiopods, a pelecypod, gastropods, a nautiloid, and fish scales.
Prof. John Strong Newberry, of Columbia University, accompanied Capt.
J. N. Macomb's exploring expedition from Santa Fe to the junction of the
Grand and Green Rivers of the Great Colorado of the West. (The report
was prepared in 1860 but publication was delayed until 1876.) Newberry
descnoed two new species of cycads, Zamites occidentalis and Otozamites
macombii, from the Triassic strata of the copper mines near Abiquiu. He observed that the copper "occurs in the form of sulphide of copper and irop,
(erubescite,) and green carbonate, replacing trunks of trees and fragments
of wood." He saw silicified wood near Cerrillos, an abundance of petrified
wood along the west base of the Nacimiento Mountains, and, on the San
Juan River a few miles below the mouth of Canon Largo, "water-worn,
silicified, carbonized, calcified, or gypsumized wood." He also descnoed and
illustrated some Pennsylvanian fossils, including a new species of shark tooth,
from the vicinity of Santa Fe.
1861. Newberry wrote the geological report in Report upon the Colorado
River of the West, explored in 1857 and 1858 by Lieutenant Joseph C. Ives,
Corps of Topographical Engineers, under the direction of the Office of
Explorations and Surveys, published by the U.S. War Department as a Congressional Document. He noted that along the Arizona-New Mexico line,
silicified wood "is scattered about in the greatest profusion." Newberry
listed various fossils from Pennsylvanian and Cretaceous strata of northwestern New Mexico. He described A1lorisma capax, a new clam, from the
Carboniferous of Agua Azul near the base of Mt. Taylor, and Productus
nodosus, a new brachiopod, from Santa Fe.
1870. F. B. Meek published A preliminary list of fossils collected by Dr. Hay-·
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den in Colorado, New Mexico, and California with brief descriptions of a
few of the new species.
1871. Governor Arriy received from W. H. Holmes part of a mammoth,
Elephas columbi, from Pleistocene sediments near Fort Stanton, Lincoln
County. Cope published two papers: On reptilian fossils from New Tersey,
New Mexico, and Kansas and On some species of Pythoriomorpha from the
Cretaceous beds of Kansas and New Mexico. Prof. Edward Drinker Cope,
of Philadelphia, was one of the leading vertebrate paleontologists of his day.
Between 1871 and 1893, he wrote a total of 66 papers on New Mexico fossils
and geology.
1873. Joseph Leidy, another eminent paleontologist, received a tooth of
Elephas columbi from Santa Fe. From older rocks he named a new mastodon, Mastodon obscurus.
1874. Cope came to New Mexico in August with the Wheeler Survey. At
El Rito (northeast of Abiquiu) he saw ,some teeth and,wrote his wife: "They
were nothing more nor less than myoId Bathmodon of Wyoming." These
teeth, now assigned to Coryphodon, were the first lead to the existence of
Eocene mammals in the Southwest. In the Miocene-Pliocene Santa Fe
. formation near San TIdefonso (ail Indian pueblo not far from Espanola and
Los Alamos) Cope found mastodons, camels, horses, deer, dogs, and crocodiles. In his Report on the geology of that part of northwestern New Mexico
examined during the field-season of 1874, by E. D. Cope, paleontologist and
geologist, which was published as Appendix Gl (p. 61-97) of G. M. Wheeler's Annual report upon the geographical explorations and surveys west of
the one hundredth meridian ... , Cope observed:
"The earliest information which we possess respecting the existence. of
vertebrate remains in the lacustrine deposits of the Rio Grande Valley is due
to the interest displayed by Hon. Wm. F. M. Amy, then governor of New
Mexico. He obtained from the region northwest of Santa Fe the fragments
of a lower jaw of a Mastodon productus, Cope, and sent them to the Smithsonian Institution. This specimen formed the subject of a description by
Dr.-Leidy, who referred the species to his Mastodon obscurus. The next observations of vertebrate fossils were made by the members of your expedition
of 1873. Francis Klett obtained a number of specimens from near San TIdefonso. Following the directions of this gentleman, I made the examination
during the season of 1874 which resulted in the discovery of twenty-nine
species of Vertebrata, of which all but four are determinable."
Cope collected here from Aug. 14 until Sept. 3, when he left for Tierra
Amarilla. Simpson (1948) continues the story:
"His orders from Wheeler called for continuing this journey northward
to Pagosa Springs, Colorado, but this would bave meant giving up the discovery of the souJ:'ce of the Coryphodon teeth seen at El Rito. Cope there-
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fore dis9beyed his orders, insubordination which gave rise to trouble and
dissension but was later smoothed out, and doubled back southward to and
up the Gallina River, north and northwest of San Pedro Mountain in what
is now Rio Arriba County . . . .
"On [Sept. 7], Cope rode southward from Yegua Canyon and entered a
large area of Eocene badlands where in the first three or four hours he found,
by his reckoning, twenty-one species of fossil vertebrates. These included four
sharks (almost certainly secondary, redeposited from underlying Cretaceous
beds), three crocodiles, five turtles, and nine mammals, notably two species
of 'Bathmodon'=Coryphodon."
In a letter to his father, Cope wrote that this was "the most important
find in geology I ever made." On Oct. 11, from his camp northwest of
'Nacimiento (Cuba); he reported the exciting discovery of a group of ninety
species from one bedl These discoveries and later ones of Paleocene fossils,
leading to,the recognition and firm establishment in North America of the
Paleocene epoch, were a major item in Cope's rise to fame.
During the period 1874-1894, Charles Abiathar White wrote a series of
reports on fossil invertebrates.
1875. Dr. Oscar Loew, mineralogist and chemist for the Wheeler Survey,
noted that near Jemez Springs "The red sandstone . . . contains here and
there small deposits of copper-ore, chalcocite and malachite, with impressions of Calamites." Along the Rito Pefias Negras, a tributary of the Rio de
las Vacas, in the Jemez country, he saw "fossils covered with hematite."
(Pennsylvanian brachiopods, especially Composita and Neospirifer, are
sometimes found with vivid scarlet color in this area.)
G. K. ,Gilbert sent specimens of mastodon, rhinoceros, and cam~l from
near San TIdefonso to Prof. Othniel Charles Marsh, at Yale. Marsh and Cope
became bitter rivals, each trying to outdo the other in describing new genera
and species of vertebrates. The colorful bone collector, David Baldwin, began work for the Wheeler Survey.
1876. In the long-delayed report of the Macomb expedition, Meek described
a number of Cretaceous fossils collected by Newberry in 1859. Baldwin began collecting for Marsh (see beyond).
1877. Cope reported on Elephas columbi from Placitas, at the north end of'
the Sandia Mountains, and on phytosaurs from Triassic rocks at another
locality. Meek named a new species of Pennsylvanian ammonoid, Goniatites
goniolobus, which later became the type of a new genus, Gonioloboceras.
In volume 4, Paleontology, a quarto volume three inches thick, of the
seven-volume Report upon the United States Geographical Surveys West of
the One Hundredth Meridian, in charge of First Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler,
Corps of Engineers, US. Army, under the direction of Brig. Gen. A. A.
: Humphreys, Chief of Engineers, US. Army, published by authority of the
Honorable the Secretary of War . . . . there are two parts:
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Part 1, Report upon the invertebrate fossils collected in portions of
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona, by parties of the
expeditions of 1871, 1872, 1873, and 1874, by Charles A. White, MD.,
. 219 p., 21 pIs.
Part 2, Report upon the extinct Vertebrata obtained in New Mexico
by parties of the expedition of 1874, by Prof. E. D. Cope, 370 p.,83"pls.
White described and illustrated 10 species of fossils, mostly brachiopods
and corals, from the Ordovicia~ of the Silver City area; 25 species, mostly
brachiopods and pelecypods, from the Pennsylvanian of the Santa Fe and
Zuni Mountains areas; and 16 species, mostly pelecypods, gastropods, and
ammonites, from the Upper Cretaceous of several localities in northwestern
New Mexico. Many of these are old species but 7 had been descn"bed as
new by White in a preliminary report the previous year and· 5 were newly
named in 1877.
In his report Cope described and illustrated a total of 136 species of vertebrates: 4 from the Triass.ic, 13 from the Cretaceous, 87 from the Eocene,
30 from the upper Miocene, and 2 from the "Postpliocene." Cope stated
that "The first vertebrate fossils ever determined from the Trias of the Rocky
Mountains are included in this report. The first discovered were obtained by
Professor Newberry while attached to Captain Macomb's expedition, and
are now described for the first time."
.
The 87 species of vertebrates from the "Wasatch Eocene" of New ¥exico
included 8 fishes, 24 reptiles (2 lizards, 6 crocodiles, and 16 turtles or tortoises), 1 bird, and 54 mammals (3 rodents, 4 taeniodonts, 2 insectivores, 11
mesodonts, 13 creodonts, 8.amblypods, 10 perissodactyls, and 3 incertae
sedis). Referring to Coryphodon, Cope wrote: "The remains of this genus
have been preserved in greater abundance in the Wasatch beds of New
Mexico than in any other known region of the woI1d, so that a good opportunity is offered for an elucidation of the structure of its skeleton. The bones
obtained include all parts of the skeleton and skull." Remains of l1!0re than
150 individuals of several species of this genus were collected. Of the new
bird, Diatryma gigantea, he wrote:
"This species was of large size, the proximal e~d of the tarsometatarse being nearly twice the diameter of that of the Ostrich. Its discovery introduced
this group of Birds to the known faunae of North America, recent and extinct, and demonstrates that this continent has not been destitute of the gigantic forms of Birds now confined to the southern hemisphere faunae."
Cope's fauna from the Santa Fe formation of the Espafil;)la basin, which
he assigned to th~ Loup Fork epoch, included 2 tortoises, 3 birds (one of
them "a rapacious Bird, in size intermediate between the Turkey Vulture _
.•• arid the.Golden Eagle"), and 29 ~!UJlmals (4 rodents, 1 mastodo~6 .
p~odactyls, 11 artiodactyls, 5 carnivores, and 2 incertae sedis). He added
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that "The fossils of this epoch from Colorado and New Mexico which I
have described were all found in place by myself, and excavated. by my own
hands or in my presence."
.
1878. David Baldwin, the professional bone collector from Farmington who
roamed northwestern New Mexico with his faithful burro during the 70's
and 80's, discovered fossil reptiles in the Permian red beds of the ChamaJemez region in 1877. Prof. A. S. Romer (1950) continues this story:
"[Baldwin] shipped a considerable quantity of material to New Haven.
Marsh, however, did not realize its value (most of it was not even unpacked
for decades) and, becoming dissatisfied with Baldwin, soon dispensed with
his services. (To Marsh's later regret, we may suppose, for he was then hired
by Cope and shortly discovered the important Paleocene beds of the San
Juan Basin.) He collected some further Permian materials for Cope but
that worker paid as little attention to such fossils as had Marsh.
"In fact, in its early history, this fauna has its only importance in that
it added fuel to the growing controversy between Cope and Marsh. In the
spring of 1878, at a meeting in Philadelphia, Cope described the discovery
of an important series of Permian vertebrates from Texas. Marsh was present
and, remembering the unstudied Baldwin material, left the meeting early
(so runs the legend), dashed back to New Haven, unwrapped a few packages, and wrote a hasty four-page article describing several new genera and
species. So superficial was this work that two species which he described as
belonging to a single genus consist of the pelycosaur Ophiacodon and an
amphibian of.thegenus Eryops. He rushed this to press in the American
Journal of Science and thus 'beat' Cope to publication. The latter was
naturally aggrieved at this unethical conduct and (it is said) pre-dated his
_
own paper in an attempt to recover priorityl"
In his hastily written paper Marsh described three new genera and four
new species: Nothodon Ientus, Ophiacodon mirus, O. grandis, and Sphenacodon ferox.
1880. Collecting for Cope, Baldwin discovered the entirely new Paleocene
Puerco fauna, on the basis of which Cope established the Paleocene epoch
for New Mexico.
1881. S. A. Miller, Esq., of Cincinnati, reported on a collection of Mississippian fossils made by Cope at Lake Valley in southwestern New Mexico. In
this paper, Subcarboniferous fossils from the Lake Valley mining district
of New Mexico, with descriptions of new species, he named 11 new species
(4 crinoids, 1 bryozoan, 1 gastropod, and 5 brachiopods), and identified. a
number of old species. One of the new crinoids was named Actinocrinus
daIyanus for George Daly, manager of the famed Lake Valley silver mines,
who was killed by Apache Indians 6 miles from camp on the very day· in
1880 that the fabulous Bridal Chamber was discovered-one of the richest
. bodies of silver ore in the world.
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1888. Cope published a total of twenty-two papers this year, including his
"final'~ report on the Puerco fauna, in which he described 106 species. Knowlton described Araucarioxylon arizonicum, the common conifer of the Petrified Forest of Arizona. This new species was founded on one trunk from near
Fort Wingate, New Mexico, and two trunks from Arizona. The New Mexico
specimen was a log 11 feet long and 2~ feet in diameter; it was perfectly
silicified, the ~terior light gray and the interior nearly black.
Time and space do not-permit extending this resume beyond 1888. A few
highlights will be presented later. Suffice it to say here that Paleozoic and
Cretaceous marine invertebrates have been collected for many schools, museums, and the U. S. Geological Survey. Land plants have gone mostly to
the Geological Survey and the National Museum. Notable collections of
Permian and Triassic amphibians and reptiles have been made for Yale's
Peabody Museum, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, the
universities of Michigan, Chicago, Oklahoma, Harvard, California at Berkeley, the National Museum, the American Museum of Natural History in
New York, and others. Upper Cretaceous turtl,es and dinosaurs have gone·
to Washington and New York; a complete dinosaur skeleton went to the
Paleontological Institute at Upsala, Sweden.
. .,
Paleocene and early Eocene mammals bave gone chiefly to Plnladelpbia,
New York, Berkeley, Washington, St. Louis;and Lawrence, Kansas. The
Miocene-Pliocene mammals of the Espanola Valley bave been collected in
staggering quantity by Childs Frick for the famed Frick Collection at the
American Museum of Natural History. Pleistocene and Recent material bas
been shipped to numerous museums. In addition to those cited above, other
schools and museums bolding collections of New Mexico material are: the
California Institute of Technology, the Universities of Colorado, Nebraska,
Texas, Wisconsin, and California . a t Los Angeles, Columbia University,
Texas Technological College, Texas Western College, Colorado Museum
of Natural History, Los Angeles Museum, Chicago Museum of Natural
History (formerly the Field Museum), and the New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology with its affiliated Bureau of Mines and Mineral
Resources.
Indeed,. so much material bas been collected since about 1925 that years
may elapse before some of it can be studied by paleontologists. In the case
of vertebrates, especially, skillful preparators must labor long and painstakingly over the bones. As Simpson (1948) remarked, "Matrix must be picked
off, grain by grain, from tiny mammal jaws under a microscope. The jackstraw piles of Coelophysis skeletons must be disentangled with extreme care
not to damage the hollow, often paper-thin bones. It will be sev~ral years
before the collections [of 1947] can be in shape for proper study."
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NEW GENERA AND NEW SPECIES

General Survey

* To illustrate how rapidly these figures may change, it should be noted that late in
1961, Rousseau H. Flower descn'bed 3 new genera and 27 new species of Ordovician corals
from the Montoya group, based mostly on specimens collected in the Franklin Mountains
north of E1Paso, Texas, but in part on material collected in New Mexico. In this paper
he also descn'bed 18 new genera and 18 new species of problematical organisms attached
to the corals.

~

In new genera based on New Mexico specimens, the Paleocene leads with
50, followed by the Permian (14), then the Devonian (10), and so on. In
. new species, the Paleocene again leads with 159, followed closely by the
. Cretaceous (142), then the Eocene (86), Pennsylvanian (80), Pennian
(66), and so on. The new Paleocene species are mostly mammals, reptiles,
and plants. Th~ new Cretaceous species are mostly plants and invertebrates,
with some repbl~. The new Eocene species are chiefly mammals, with a
few reptiles. The new Pennsylvanian species are chiefly invertebrates.
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Derivation of Scientffic Names
Some explanation of the sources of the names applied to these new genera
and species founded on New Mexico material seems to be in order. The
scientific name of a plant or animal, living or extinct, is comp<ised of the
generic name followed by the specific name. Both names are commonly set
in italic type, e.g., SpiIifer roc~ontanus. The initial letter of the generic
name is capitalized but the initial letter of the specific name is not. Sometimes the scientific name is followed by the name of the author or founder of
the species, e.g., Spirifer rockymontanus Marcou.
Generic and specific names are generally derived from Greek or Latin but
may be from any language. It is generally admitted that the most desirable
name is one that refers to some aspect of form or structure. However, many
names are geographic or stratigraphic in origin and many are patronymic,
that is, given in honor of some person. There are many othef sources of
names, some of which are set forth in a handbook designed for students.:I<
Unfortunately, many authors have not taken the trouble to explain the derivation of the new names they were proposing and the result is that we can'
only guess what they had in mind. One might hazard the opinion, in some
cases at least, that the reason for this was that they were none too sure of their
Greek and Latin. It is certainly true that many authors have not heeded
Article 14 of the International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, recommending that "the'bestspecific name is a Latin adjective, short, euphonic,
and of easy pronunciation."
.
Specific names used as adjectives must agree in gender with the generic
name; thus such names end in us if masculine, a if feminine, or urn if neuter.
Geographic names often end inensis or ense. Patronyms end in i if named for
a man or ae if for a woman.
Patronyms. Several dozen new generic and specific names have been given
in honor of paleontologists, geologists, explorers, collectors, and others who
have worked in New Mexico or on material from the ~tate. Examples of
such generic names are the following:
Baldwinonus
Bransonoceras
Copemys
Osbomoceras

Rakomylus
Stantonoceras
Stockoceras
Wortmania

Specific names include the following:
andersoni
baleeri
baldwini (3)
bassleri

baueri (5)
blicki
bowsheri
bransoni

*A Glossary of Scientific Names (chiefly of Fossil Invertebrates), Northrop, 1949.
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campi (2)
casten
conkIingi
cooperi
copei (2)
dalyana
danei
drakei
duttoni
£loweri
ga110wayi
grangeri
greenleeorum
haydenianus
herrickana
. hyattianus
jacksonorum
janovi
keyesi
kindlei
kIausi
klettiana
knowltoni (2)
leei (6)

lerouxi
lesquereuxi
macombi (2)
marthae

matthewi
milleri
mooki
morrisi
morsei
needhami (2)
newbenyi (2)
northropi(3)
osbomi
pattoni
poweIIi
raki (2)
raymondi
reesidei (3)
schucherti
. shumardi
shumardiana
simpsoni .
springerae (for Ada Springer)
springen (2) (for Frank Springer)
stembergi
stevensoni (2)
thwaitesi
vanderhoofi
whee1en
wheelerianus
whipplei
wiIIistoni

The above list does not include a number of names of persons who have,
not been directly concerned with New Mexico paleontology. For example,
the new generic name Kruschevia was recently proposed for a wart-like problematical organism of dubious affinities; to add insult to injury, the name was
misspelled; itshould be spelled Khrushchevia.
Geographic and Stratigraphic Names. An even larger number of names applied to new genera and species have been of geographic or stratigraphic
origin. As already noted, many names applied to stratigraphic units are derived from some geographic feature. Examples of new generic names and
their sources are as follows:
~

A1amosaurus (Ojo Alamo)
Animasaurus (Animas River)
Anibasaurus (Rio ArPba County)
Chamasaurus (Rio Chama)
Kimbetohia (Kimbetoh trading post)
Manzane1la (Manzano group, in tum from Manzano Mountains)
Nunnacrinus (Nunn member of Lake VaIIey formation, in tum from the Nunn
ranch)
Ocaiientinus (Ojo Caliente)
Puercosaurus (Rio Puerco)
Taosia (Taos) ~
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Examples of new specific names are given below and· sources are indicated
for some of the less obvious:
abiquiense (Abiquiu)
alamillana
albuquerqucana
amarillensis (2)
andresensis (San Andres formation and
San Andres Mountains)
apachesi
apodacensis
argenturbica (Silver City) •
au~lis(southern)

bearmontanensis (Bear Mountain)
brimha1lensis (Brimhall Wash)
cerrillosensis (Los Cerrillos)
chacensis
chacoensis (2)
chamense, chamensis
cimarronensis
cornudanus
coyotensis (Coyote Canyon)
cristobalensis (Fra Cristobal Mountains)
crucensis (Santa Cruz )
crucianus (Santa Cruz)
cruziensis (Santa Cruz)
cubensis (Cuba)
cuchilloensis
derrya
escavada (Escavada Wash)
"fresnalensis
galisteoensis
gallinae
'guadalupe
hatchetense (Hatchet Mountains)
hesperius (western)
'hillsboroensis
ilfonsensis (San Ildefonso)
jan11aensis
jemezanus, jemezensis (Jemez Pueblo
and Jemez Springs)
kellyensis (Kelly mine)
kimbetovius
kirtlandius
ladronensis
lascrucensis (Las Cruces)
madridensis

manzanica, um
mexicana, um, us (5) (New Mexico)
nacimientensis (2), nacimientoensis
nambianus (Nambe Pueblo)
navajovicus, navajovius (2 ) }f.
neohispanicum (New Spain)
neomexicana, um, us (15)
newmexicanw,
nova-mexicana
novamexicana, us ( 3)
novi-mexicani
novimexicanum, us (4)
novomehicanus
novo-mexicanus
novomexicana, um, us (6)
occidentalis (western)
ojocaliensis (Ojo Caliente)
omeraense (Omera coal mine)
pecosi
percha, perchaensis (Rio Percha
and Percha shale)
pinosensis
pojoaquensis
poleoensis (Mesa Poleo)
puercensis (8), puercoensis (Rio Puerco
and Puerco formation)
ratonensis (5)
reginensis (Regina)
rhodesi (2) (Rhodes Pass,
San Andres Mountains)
riograndensis
robleda
rocky-montana, i
rockymontanus (2)
rodeoensis
sacramentoensis
sanandreasense (San Andreas
was formerly used)
sanctaefidaei (Santa Fe)
sanjuanensis (2)
silverensis (Silver City)
slygapensis (Sly Gap)
socorroense, ensis (3)
taoensis, taosensis

• An interesting example. A fossil brachiopod from Ordovician limestone near Silver
City, it was originally named Rhynchone11a argenturbica by White in 1874. The species
was later transferred by Bassler (1915) to the genus Rhynchotrema, which had been es.;'
tabiished by Hall in 1860. The species now may be referred to Lepidocyc1us, established
by Wang in 1949.
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todiltensis (Todilto formation,
from Todilto Park)
torrejonensis (3)
tucumcarii
tularosense

vermejoense, ensis (VenIlejo formation
and Vermejo Park)
vespertinus (western)
zuniensis (2)

Names Referring to Form or Structure. An even larger number of names ap-

plied to new genera and species of New Mexico fossils reflect some aspect
of form or structw:e, either external or internal. Examples of new generic
names are as follows:
Acanthatia: a brachiopod named for a prickly plant
Bispinoproducl:us: two sizes of spines + Productus, a generic name
GaIeate1Ia: helmet + diminutive
HyborhyncheIIa: humpbacked + beak + diminutive
I.aminatia: a thin plate
Leioproducfus: smooth + generic name
LimnosceIis: marsh or pond + skelis = DO (or ske10s = leg)
Ophiacodon: serpent + tooth
Planoproductus: Bat + generic name
PIatyhystrix: Bat, broad + spine
Porostictia: pore + in a row
Periptychus: around + fold or ridge
Ptilodus: feather or plume + tooth
Sentosia: a briar, full of thorns
Sphenacodon: wedge + point or barb + tooth
Strophopleura: twisted + DO
Syringospira: pipe + coil or spire
Taeniolabis: Dobon or band + a pair oHorceps, a clasp

In 1877 Meek described a newlspecies of ammonoid, Goniatites gonioIobus.
The name Goniatites, proposed in 1825, had reference to the angular sutures
of the shell (gonia, angle + ites, suggesting the fossil nature of the animal) .
The name gonioIobus means "having angular lobes." Later, Meek's species
was chosen as the type for a new genus, GonioIoboceras, by Hyatt (1900).
keras, hom, and thus means
This name was derived from gonioIobus
literally a hom having ang!1lar lobes. The species now stands as GonioIoboceras gonioIoburn (Meek).
Examples of quite a few specific names are given below. The significance
of some of them will be apparent but the derivations of most are indicated.

+

aberrans
admirabiIis·
aIticuspis: having high cusps
angulata
angusticameratum: having
narrow chambers
angustidens: narrow-toothed
angustus: straight, narrow
anomalotruncata
antiquus
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apicaIis: sharp-pointed
apiculatus: having a pointed termination
astutus: adroit, clever
. bellula: very beautiful
bicarinata: two-keeled
bipartitus: two-parted
breviposticus: made short behind
brevis
buceros: ox-homed
buIbosus
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canna: a reed
carinatus: keeled
cavemosa: full of hollows
cocCinarum: berry-like
collinum: hilly
communis: common, living in a society
'contractus
corrugatus: wrinkled
cra$a: thick
crenulata
crustula: a small shelI
cuspidatus: pointed
deformis
devexa: sloping
dUIusa:extended,ddfused
discoidale
distans: separated, remote, standing apart
dolichognathus: long-jawed
elliptica
elongata
explanata: spread out, made plain
£amula: servant
ferocior, ferox: fierce, hardy
"fissidens: split-toothed
flagrans: ?
frugivorum: feeding on fruit
galeata: helmeted
gfgantea, um
glabraventra: having a smooth or bare venter
grandis: large, full
horridus: rough) bristly, prickly, shaggy
inaequa1is
inornata: unadorned, plain
insidiosus
insolita: rare, unusual
inspeciosus: not handsome
intermedi2
interruptus ,
inversus
~
irregularis
juncea: like a bu11rush
laminata
laqueata: arched, vaulted, fluted
latifolia: broad-leaved
lativerb"bralls: widely jointed or articulated
latus: broad, wid~ .
lentus: flexl"ble, pliant, sluggish
lineatus: drawn out or straightened
lineolatum:fine-lined
10ngico11is: long-ridged
longispinus
majuscu1us: somewhat older or larger
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manticula: a little wallet
minimus: the smallest, least
minor: less, smaller
minuscuIum: rather less, trifling
mirus: wonderful, astonishing
modesta
muIticuspis: many-pointed
muItidentatus: many-toothed
multilineatum: many-lined
multiplicata: many-folded or ridged
multiseptum: having many walls
neglectus: overlooked (probably by some
other paleontologist)
nodomarginatum: knotty-margined
nodosus: full of knots or knobs
notabiIis
nupera: late or recent
obliqua, us
obliquicostatum: Obliquely nbbed
obtusidens: blunt-toothed
omnivorus
ovale
pabnatus:palm-likeorhand-like
pMudis:marsh,swamp,pond
parva: smalI, short, narrow
paucireticulatum: slightly netted
pelagia: belonging to the sea
percostata:. strongly n"bbed
percrassus: very thick, solid, dense
perizomata: girdled, banded
perplexus
planocostata: flat-n"bbed
planus: even, level, flat
platynota: having a flat back or ridge
plicatus: folded, plaited
poculum: a cup, bowl, or goblet
praecedens: going before or surpassing
praecursor: heralder, forerunner
pretiosum: precious, valuable
primaevus:.J'outhful, primevM
priscus: ancient, old, primitive
productus: drawn out, produced
proxima: nearest, next;
pusI1la: very small, petty, weak
putilla: dwarf or chIld
quadratus
radians: radiating, glittering
radulus: a scraper or rasp
rarus: rare, thin, scattered
-reticulata: net-like
rhomboides
robustus
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rotundatum
subtrigonus
rugosus: wrinkled, shriveled
sulcatus: furrowed
_ saliens: leaping, bounding, jumping;
temeraria: accidental, casual
. teres: tapering, rounded off, smooth, elegant
prominent, conspicuous
transversa: wider than long
sauridens: having reptilian teeth
saurognathus: reptile-jawed
triangulata
tricostatus: three-n'bbed
scalper: a lancet
triplex: threefold
scolopax: snipe, woodcock
triplicatus: three-plaited
sectorius: divided, sectored
triserialis: in three series
serratus: saw-toothed
truncatus
simplex
turgidus: swollen, inflated
singularis
tuta: safe, secur(:, examined
sobrina: a cousin
umbrosus:shaded
solitaria
sphenops: wedge-faced or wedge-shaped ursinus: bear-like
variabile
spicata: having ears or spikes
varispinosus
spinosus: full of thoms, prickly
verruculiferus: warty
striatus
vulgaris: common, coarse, inelegant
subcostatus: somewhat n'bbed
xenos: a stranger or foreigner
" sublaevis: somewhat smooth
subquadrata, us

RESUME OF THE FOSSil. RECORD

Statistical Summary
For a number of years I have been attempting, in at times a rather desultory fashion, to keep a census of New Mexico fossils as they are cited, described, and/or illustrated in the literature. In this work I have been assisted
by a number of undergraduate and graduate students. For example, in her
unpublished master's thesis, A bibliographic index of fossils from New Mexico which have been described and/or illustrated in the geologic literature,
Leslie Murphey (1940) listed a total of 413 genera and 855 species. Not
unnaturally, she overlooked a number of publications, and many species have
been added since 1940. In 1955, for a graduate problems course, Mary S.
LaPaz compiled a card catalog of several hundred Pennsylvanian invertebrate fossils cited or described in twenty-five publications. Both of these
compilations proved to be of great assistance to me.
The statistical summaries that follow deal with species only, not genera,
and cover the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and early Cenozoic. For a number of
reasons, chiefly lack of time, the later Cenozoic record is not included. A
total of more than 3,380 species have been cited from New. Mexico strata.
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A biologic listing is as follows:
No. of Species
361+
549+
2,470+

Vertebrates, chiefty land and fresh water
Plants, chiefty land
Invertebrates, chiefty marine
Total

3,380+

A stratigraphic grouping by eras is as follows:
Era
Early Cenozoic •
Mesozoic
Paleozoic
Total
• Includes Paleocene and Eocene only.

No. oLSpecies
443+
934+
2,003+
3,380+

More detailed is the following table:
Era
Early Cenozoic
Mesozoic
Paleozoic

Plants
186+
268+
95+

Total

549+

Invertebrates
(several)
601+
1,869+
2,470+

Vertebrates
257+
65+
39+
-

361+

Even greater detail is to be found in the accompa~yingtable.
The system yielding the largest number of different species of plants and
animals combined is the Cretaceous; the Pennsylvanian is second; the Mississippian is third. But when the Cenozoic roster is completed, this era will
certainly surpass the Mississippian system and may even surpass the Pennsylvanian. The poorest record by far of the abundant life that must have inhabited New Mexico is that of the Jurassic. The 'Cambrian and Triassic
records likewise are deficient.
. The greatest diversity of trilobites is found in the· Ordovician; of corals,
brachiopods, and crinoids, in the Mississippi~n; of forams, bryozoans, and
ostracods, in the Pennsylvanian; of amphibians, in the Permian; of pelecypods, gastropods, cephalopods, and land plants, in the Cretaceous; of
reptiles and mammals, in the Early Cenozoic.
Precambrian (3,600+ to 550 million years ago)
Fossils, notably remains of calcareous algae, have been found in the Precambrian rocks of several continents and in several of the states including
Arizona and Texas. In 1960 R. L. Harbour reported that he had found
Collenia frequens in the Castner limestone near the southeast base of North
Franklin Mountain, north of EI Paso and not far from the New MexicoTexas line. No one has yet succeeded in discovering fossils in the Precambrian
of New Mexico.
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Problematica other than conodonts.
e. Many, probably.
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Cambrian (500 to 480 million years ago) *
As has been noted in text and as can be seen from Figure 2, New
Mexico's oldest fossils are of Late Cambrian age, possibly 500 million years
old. Our fossil record for this period is by far the poorest of any period of the
Paleozoic era. Only a few species of marine brachiopods and trilobites have
been collected, along with worm burrows and a single species of dendroid
graptolite (see table, Number of Species reported from each System in New
Mexico through 1960). At least two, and possibly three, different ages are
suggested by these fossils. The animals were small in size, mostly less than
an inch across. The graptolites, by the way, were discovered by University of
New Mexico geology students while on a field trip in the Caballo Mountains
with several faculty members in 1950-the first discovery of graptolites of any
. age in the state.
Ordovician (480 to 420 million years ago)
The Ordovician rocks have yielded a diversified fauna of more than 200
species of marine invertebrates and some of these species are represented
by large numbers of individuals. Most diversified are the brachiopods (51
species), followed by gastropods (47), nautiloid cephalopods (34), -corals
(18+ ), trilobites (13), and so on. There are marked contrasts in the composition of the faunas. For example, in the Early Ordovician EI Paso fauna
brachiopods lead in number of species, followed by gastropods, nautiloids,
trilobites, sponges, algae, an amphineuran, and a cystoid. In the Middle to
Late Ordovician Montoya fauna, brachiopods again lead, but these are followed by corals, bryozoans, gastropods; then a few pelecypods, sponges,
stromatoporoids, and trilobites; and an annelid, a nautiloid, and a crinoid.
Nautiloids and gastropods, which are common in the EI Paso, are relatively
scarce in the Montoya; on the other hand, corals and bryozoans, which are
common' in the Montoya, are rare in the EI Paso.
A striking feature of the Lower Ordovician Bat Cave formation in the
Caballo Mountains is the presence of algal or stromatolitic bioherms (reefs),
ranging up to 400 feet in diameter and exceeding 300 feet in height. In the
Cable Canyon sandstone of the Caballo Mountains, Kelley and Silver (1952)
found a gigantic siphunc1e of an Endoceras, indicating that this individual
nautiloid attained a length of 20-30 feet-one of the largest known anywhere
in the world. Numerous conodonts have been identified but not yet published. I understand that the U.S. Geological Survey has identified 6 genera
and 17 species from the El Paso strata of the Northern Franklin Mountains
and 12 genera and 17 species from the Montoya strata. Thus, a total of 34
species of these problematical fossils should be added to the totals in the
table.
·Time spans for this aud succeeding periods apply to the New Mexico record. Thus

they do not always agree with those given earlier for the entire geologic time table.
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Silurian (420 to 395 million years ago)
The Silurian marine fauna is a meager one-only 66 species. It has 28
corals, 19 brachiopods, 9 gastropods, 6 bryozoans, and a few other groups.
The Early Silurian fauna, found only near Alamogordo, includes brachiopods, corals, gastropods, bryozans, a pelecypod, and a nautiloid. The Middle
Silurian fauna, found in the Organ, San Andres, Fl~rida, and Victorio
Mountains, and in the Cooks Peak, Lake Valley, and Silver City areas, includes corals, gastropods, brachiopods, and stromatoporoids.
Devonian (370 to 345 million years ago)
The Devonian, by contrast, has yielded a total marine fauna of well over
200 species, many of which are represented' by large numbers of individuals,
which are generally much better preserved than those of preceding periods.
Brachiopods constitute the most diversified group (133 species); there are 20
corals, 15 bryozoans, 10 gastropods, 8 pelecypods, 8 cephalopods, and numerous other classes of marine invertebrates. New Mexico's first vertebrates
are seven species of fishes, known only by their teeth; two suborders of
placoderms and two subclasses of chondrichthyans are represented. Our
first possible trace of any land organism is microscopic spores, which probably
came from a marine plant but conceivably may have come from a land plant.
(Primitive land plants are known to occur in the Devonian of Arizona.)
.Outcrops of the Sly Gap formation are restricted to the Sacramento, San
Andres, Caballo, and Mud Springs Mountains. (The Mud Springs Moun- .
tains are near Truth or Consequences.) At Sly Gap, the type locality of the
formation, near the north end of the San Andres Range, fossils are so extraordinarily abundant that Stevenson and Bowsher were able to collect more
than 5,000 specimens in five hours. Unfortunately, this locality is no longer
accessible because it is part of the White Sands Missile Range. The Percha
shale crops out over a much larger area than the Sly Gap in southwestern New
Mexico. Like the Sly Gap, it is quite fossiliferous and there is good collecting
in the San Andres, Hillsboro, and Silver City areas. Noteworthy is the fact
that,. al~ough Sly Gap and Per~~a are both Late Devonian in age, not a single
speCIes IS common to the tw~nas.
'
Mississippian (345 to 320 million years ago)
Mississippian time was marked all over the world by a great profusion of
crinoids or sea-lilies. At least 85 species have been found in New Mexico,
and the submarine gardens made by these animals undoubtedly exhibited
gorgeous, colors. However, brachiopods far outnumber them in species, for
at least 202 brachiopods have been identified. There are 57 corals, 33 bryozoans, 22 gastropods, 9. trilobites, 8 pelecypods, 7 naubloids, 6 blastoids, and
several other classes. This period gives us our first forams, first blastoids,fust
rare starfish, and first definite land plants. Among the plants are an ancestral
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horsetail rush, Asterocalamites scrobiculatus, from the-Magdalena mining
district near Socorro; and a lycopod or scale-tree, Lepidodendron obovatum,
and a horsetail, Calamites, from the Big Hatchet Mountains, Hidalgo
County. The last two plants m.ay actually be of Early Pennsylvanian, not
Missis~ippian, age. The total fauna of 450 species is by far the largest yet for
the' Paleozoic and is exceeded only by that of the succeeding Pennsylvanian
period.
Certain contrasts in the composition of the several faunas may be noted.
For example, the Caballero fauna of 74 species comprises 55 brachiopods,
,7 corals, 5 crinOids, 4 gastropods, and a few other things. The Lake Valley
fauna, which exceeds 200 species, comprises 80 brachiopods, 78 crinoids, 17
corals, 16 bryozoans, and several other things. When completely studied the
,crinoids may well outnumber the brachiopods. The Middle Mississippian
Arroyo Penasco fauna, the first Paleozoic fauna of northern New Mexico,
totals 51 species and comprises 23 brachiopods, 6 forams, 6 gastropods, 5
corals, 5 bryozoans, 3 pelecypods, and a few other things.
Pennsylvanian'(320 to 265 million years ago)
The Pennsylvanian fauna and flora are by far the most diversified of any of .
the Paleozoic era-exceeded only by those of the Cretaceous. The Pennsylvanian total of 683+ species comprises 157 brachiopods, 118 forams,87
. gastropods, 85 pelecypods, 60 land plants (actually 32 plants + 28 spores) ,41 bryozoans, 34 corals, 34 cephalopods, 25 ostracods, and several other
classes. Furthermore, the Pennsylvanian may have a greater number of
individuals than any other Paleozoic period. Some of the forams, especially
of the family Fusulinidae, are represented by untold millions of individuals.
Although most of these are not much larger than a grain of rice or wheat,
they are so numerous and so diversified that M. L. Thompson, a micropaleontologist who has specialized in their study, claims that within a few
thousand feet of Pennsylvanian strata he can recognize a total of 80 stratigraphic zones.
Good collecting localities abound in many of the state's mountain ranges,
from the Sacramento, San Andres, Organ, and Franklin Mountains in the '
south through the Caballo, Oscura, and Los Pinos in the center to the '
Manzano-Sandia, Nacimiento-Jemez, and Sangre de Cristo Mountains in the
north. Brachiopods, fusulinids, bryozoans, and crinoids are especially abundant; calcareous algae, pelecypods, gastropods, corals (especially hom corals),
and echinoids are common; other groqps, such as sponges, worms, scaphopods, nautiloids, ostracods" trilobites, ',and she1l-erushing shark teeth, are
generally less common. Not yet reported, apparently, are such things as
radiolarians, blastoids, asteroids, amphineurans, numerous kinds of crustaceans, insects, myriapods, scorpions, or eurypterids.
Most of these invertebrates are small in size. For example, many bryozoans, ,brachiopods, pelecypods, gastropods, etc. are less than an inch in
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length. Much larger forms, however, are known: Discoidallyenrolled snails
(Bellerophon) at one locality in the upper Rio de las Vacas Valley of the .
Jemez Plateau exceed 3 inches in diameter. Brachiopods sometimes attain a
length of4 inches or more; clams like A110risma exceed 5 inches in length.
The largest bryozoan I have seen in New Mexico is one from the Jemez
Springs area.-a fan-shaped frond 9 inches across and 4 inches high. Colonies
of Syringopora, the organ-pipe coral, attain a diameter of 9 -inches and the
heads of Chaetetes, anther coral, exceed 12 inches. What proved to be the
largest scaphopod of any age known in the world up to that time was found
by Harvard students near Taos in 1938; fragments indicated a diameter of
more than 1 inch and a length of 14 inches. This is more than twice as large
as the largest living tusk shell. (Unfortunately for New Mexico prestige, a
sqmewhat larger individual belonging to the same species, Dentalium
(Antalis) raymondi,was found in Texas in 1956.)
. To demonstrate differences between areas, the following table was prepared; note the contrast between the Jemez-Nacimiento Mountains and
Sandia-Manzano Mountains areas. (Some age difference is reflected in that
, the strata of the former area have a greater range in age than those 'of the
latter. See Northrop, 1961. Also, a master's thesis was devoted to ostracods
in one area. )
NUMBER OF SPECIES IN PENNSYLVANL\N STRATA
OF Two AREAs· IN NORTH-CENTRAL NEW MEXICO

Phylum or Class
Plants
Foraminifera
Porifera
Anthozoa
Scyphozoa
Bryozoa
Bmchiopoda
PeIecypoda
Gastropoda
Cephalopoda
Scaphopoda
Annelida

Jemez-Nacimiento Sandia-Manzano
Total
Mountains
Mountains
Different
7
10
10
40
16
47
3
0
3
11
16
24

0

1

9
81

23
70
40
22 .
4 I
0

37
26
6
1
3

1
28
118

58

Trilobita·

5

9

OstmcOda
Crinoidea
Echinoidea

7
3

21
6

40
10
2
-3
II
21
7

Vertebmta

I
I

I
I

I
I

Total

227

241

385

Terrestrial plants, represented by molds and casts of leaves, stems, trunks,
and "roots," by microscopic spores, by seeds, and by silicified wood, are
present locally. There were ancestral horSetail rushes, Calamites; scale-trees

>.
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and seal-trees, Lepidodendron and Sigillaria; a variety of ferns and extinct
seed-ferns; and cordai~eans or ancestral conifers. Some of the wood shows
well-preserved cell structure.
It is almost inconceivable that any trace of original color can be retained
for several hundred million years. However, Brill (1952) noted traces of
original color in Pennsylvanian fossils of north-central New Mexicq. He
found a dark red color preserved in the shells of two species of Marginifera,
a genus of brachiopod. Also, in the Pecos area, pectinoid pelecypods ~'have
broad bands ofaltemating light and dark color radiating from the beak."
In Streblochondria sp., nine dark bands alternate with wider light bands; in
Acanthopecten carboniferus, dark concentric growth liiles are studded with
dark spinous processes on a lighter background; and Edmondia gibbosa has
a light surface speckled with minute dark spots arranged in rows radiating
from the beak.
Paleopathology is the study of injl1ry and disease among fossil plants and
animals. Parasitism is one form of pathology and we may note that the
oldest lesions of parasitism known among New Mexico fossils occur in the
. Pennsylvanian. Many years ago in the Jemez Springs area I found several
crinoid stems that exhibit galls or swellings formed by the parasitic w!Jrm
Myzostomum. This particular genus has 70 living species that are always
parasitic on crinoids. It is intriguing to reflect that here we have clear evidence
of parasitism in this state approximately 300 million years ago. Other Pennsylvanian fossils, such as brachiopods and gastropods, exhibit borings made
by sponges and worms. Bryozoans often incrust other animals, both living
and dead, such as brachiopods, crinoids, and other bryozoans but these are
not examples of parasitism.

Permian (265 to 215 million years ago)
As n<~ted in the discussion of physical history and rocks, marine strata
of Permian age are found chiefly in central to southeastern New Mexico,
whereas continental red beds occur in northern New Mexico.
The number of marine forms, chiefly· invertebrates, totals about 300
species; there are 20 land plants, a few fresh-water fishes, 10 amphibians, and
15 reptiles. Judgi~gbywhat has been found just over the line in West Texas,
many species of marine invertebrates remain to be discovered in New Mexico.
Among the marine forins, gastropods lead with 85 species; there are 57
forams; pelecypods run a close third with 50 species,.followed by 40 brachiopods, 30 cephalopods (chiefly nautiloids), and several other classes. It was
during this period that trilobites and a number of other classes became
extinct, not only in N~ Mexico but allover the world.
Marine fossils are ge eraIly scarce north of latitude 35°· but at Bluewater
Lake in the Zuiii Mou tains is a notable occurrence of large invertebrates,
such as brachiopods 2 i ches long, pectinoid pelecypods 4 inches across, and
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coiled nautiloids ranging from 1- to 10 inches in diameter. Near Tularosa
northwest of Alamogordo the white shells of several species of productoid
and other brachiopods in black limestone have a nacreous or pearly luster
and make striking museum specimens.
Land plants include ho,rsetails; seed-ferns such as Callipteris, Gigantopteris,
and Supaia; the cycad,.Taeniopteris; and ancestral conifers such-as Lebachia
and Walchia. Some of the ' ood was replaced by copper minerals, such as the
dark gray copper sulfide, halcocite, and this in tum was altered to the green
and blue copper carb ates, malachite and azurite. In the Estey mining
district in the Oscura Mountains, trunks, limbs, and leaves are replaced
by "copper glance" (chalcocite). Mollusc shells are reported to be replaced
by "erubescite" (copper-iron sulfide) and "melaconite" (copper oxide); these
shells contained less copper bilt twice as much go~d and silver as the wood
replaced by copper glance.
Among the land vertebrates, amphibians and reptiles give us our first
glimpse of the tetrapods. Notable collections of these have been made from
the red beds (Abo or Cutler formation) of the Jemez-Chama area and have
yielded a number of newgenera and species. New species include Ophiacodon
navajovicus, a fish.eating lizard-like reptile weighing 57 pounds; Ophiacodon
mirus, 5 feet long, weighing 92 pounds; and Edaphosaurus novomexicanus,
8 feet long and weighing 1j9 pounds, a vegetarian fin-back or "ship lizard"
with yardarm-like projections from the spines supporting its sail-like membrane. New genera include Aerosaurus greenleeorum, 3¥2 feet long and
weighing 37 pounds, and Nitosaurus jacksonorum, which weighed 46 pounds.
One reptile from Cobre Canyon, near Abiquiu, Limnoscelis paludis, 5 feet
long, was not only a new species and a new genus, but a new family had to
be established to receive the genus. Sphenacodon ferox proved to be a new
species, a new genus, and a new family, Sphenacodontidae; in this case a new
suborder, Sphenacodontia, had to be erected to receive the family. A larger
species, Sphenacodon ferocior, was found at the old Spanish Queen copper
mine near Jemez -Springs; this lizard-like creature was 9 feet long and
weighed 285 pounds-the most powerful carnivore of its day in New Mexico. Many of these fossils, it may be recalled, were obtained in the 1870's by
that professional collector, David Baldwin, whose sole companion was a
faithful burro which he used to pack in supplies and pack out the fossil
bones. In a delightfully whimsical mood, Prof. Romer named a new genus
and species of reptile, Baldwinonus [Baldwin + onus, ass] trux-"in memory
of the labors of David Baldwin and pis faithful burro in bringing this as well
as many other fossil vertebrates out of the New Mexican wilds."
Triassic (190 to 175 million years ago)
By contrast with the Permian, the Triassic has yielded only a few dozen
species. It will be recalled that no seas covered New Mexico during ~
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period and the few fossils recovered are those of terrestrial plants and animals.
Plants include horsetails (two new species were assigned by Fontaine in
1890 to the living genus Equisetum but later were transferred to Neoca1amit~ ), cycads, cordaitaleans, and especially conifers such as Araucarioxylon
arizonicum-the tall tree of the Arizona Petrified Forest. Silicified logs of
this ancestor of the modern monkey-puzzle tree are not uncommon from
the Zuni·Fort Wingate area eastward to the vicinity of Tucuntcari. In several mining districts important production of copper ore has ~ome from wood
replaced by copper minerals. In the Nacimiento Mountains mining district,
logs 2_to 3 feet in diameter were found, one of them 60 feet long, that were
.almost wholly converted to chalcocite (copper sulfide).
From fresh-water stream and lake deposits have come an alga, a river clam
(Unio), a few small snails, an ostracod, and a fish. There is also an amphibian,
some semi-aquatic reptiles, and some dry-land reptiles. The amphibian
Eupelor, formerly known as Buettneria, was one of the last of the giant
labyrinthodonts or stereospondyls, with a massive, flat sku112-3 feet in length
on an animal 6-7 feet long. Except for the skull and shoulder girdle, the
skeleton was composed largely of cartilage. The limbs and feet were ridiculouslY small and obviously inadequate for locomotion on land. A large
slab with a remarkable concentration of superb skulls obtained near Lamy
between Pecos and Cerrillos is on exhibit at, the U.S. National Museum.
Teeth, bony armor plate,. vertebrae, and a few skulls of phytosaurs have
been found at several localities in the Chama country, in the Santa RosaTucumcari country, and in Union County north of Clayton. Phytosaurs were
crocodile-like animals, aggressive carnivores haunting rivers· and swamps;
some were as large as modem gavials, 25·30 feet long; a skull from Union
County is 46 inches long and fragments suggest even larger skulls. Another
reptilian type wa~ Typothorax,a heavily armored pseudosuchian that frequented upland areas between the stream courses. This creature, possibly
20 feet long, lived in the Chama-Ghost ranch area north of Abiquiu. According to E. H. Colbert (1960), it had "broad, quadrangular plates complet~ly
covering the neck,' the back and the tail, and ... sharp spines forming a
sort of protective armament along the sides of the body." It was apparently
a plant-eater and \needed protection from the carnivorous phytosaurs.
The primitive dinosaur Coelophysis "was a rather fragile little animal,
six feet or so in length and lightly built, so that in life it probably weighed
no more than forty:or fifty pounds." It was bipedal, the hind limbs being used
for locomotion and the front legs, reduced in size, were used for grasping
fooc!. 4'The teeth, though small, were very sharp, and it is evident that this
little dinosaur preyed upon small reptiles of various sorts. It was a quick,
active little predator, viciously hunting its prey and keeping out of the way of
larger reptiles by virtue of its agility and speed." (Colbert, 1948.)
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Cope had described fragments of Coelophysis ill' 1887 and 1889 but he
did not have the skull or jaws and little was known until the discovery by an
American Museum of Natural. History party in 1947 at Ghost ranch near
Abiquiu of a remarkable deposit of complete specimens. According to
Simpson (1948), ''This layer proved to be sensationally rich, probably the
tnost important discovery ever made in the American Triassic. Abed a foot
or two thick was found to be jammed full of bones of the little dinosaurs,
piled one on top of the other and crisscrQssed in every direction. More surprising still, for such an accumulation, the great majority of the bones seem
to be associated in virtually complete skeletons, articulated as in the living
animals. The total number of skeletons in the deposit is unknown, but there
are certainly dozens and possibly hundreds."
1urassic (155 to 135 million years ago)
The brightly colored Jurassic strata, so well displayed along U.S. Highway
66 from Bluewater to Gallup, in the Jemez-Nacimiento-ChamSl area, and
along the Canadian escarpment from. near Las Vegas to Tucumcari, have
yielded surprisingly few fossils. The only ones known for several years were
pieces of wood (generally in an indifferent state of preservation), a possible
fresh-water alga, a couple of fishes, and a brackish-water ostracod. II< In addition, a few scraps of undetermjned bone had been noted. But, because the
Morrison formation in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming had proved to be so
productive, some of us anticipated that it would not be long before a lucky
discovery was made. As Colbert (1950) predicted: ''There is every reason
to suspect, however, that bones may be present and await only a diligent
search to be revealed to the paleontological eye."
Our optimism was justified in 1953, when William Chenoweth, one of our
graduate students, found scraps of radid~ctivebone at three localities west of
Albuquerque: near Correo and Mesa Gigante, near Acoma, and near Grants.

*A few details of these discoveries in the New Mexico Jurassic are here recorded. Up
to 1928 only a few undetemlined bones had been.noted. In 1929 fossil fish were found
by L. D. Kessler, an oil geologist, ·in the Todilto limestone between Santa Rosa and
Tucumcari; these were identified by H. E. Koerner· (1930) as PhoHdophorus americanus,
originally described from the Black Hills of South Dakota. This is an advanced holostean,
3 to 5 inches long. In 1939 a University of New Mexico student, John R.Peters, found
an alga at Todilto Park north of Gallup. In 1942 D.-H. Dunkle identified a smaller fish,
LeptoJepis schoewei, about 2 inches long, from the Santa Rosa·Tuc~cari area; this is a
primitive teleos~. In 1944 Wilpolt and Reeside collected tiny ostracods (less than a millimeter across) near:Thoreau east of Fort Wingate which were described by Swain (1946)
as Metacyprls todiJtensis. During the next few years the fish PhoJidophorus turned up at
other localities: Lamy, southeast of Santa Fe; Correa; and Acoma. Thus we know this
species for a distance of 200 miles east~west across New Mexico.
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The pieces he found were small but proved to be critical and diagnostic.
Colbert recognized three characteristic genera of Morrison dinosaurs: the
armor-plated Stegosaurus (known to attain a length of 20 feet and a height
at the hips of 11 feet), the giant Brontosaurus (up to 67 feet long with a
weight of 30 tons), and the largesbllf the Jurassic carnivores, Allosaurus (35
to 40 feet long). Of the.last there were only a few small bones, such as the
"distal end of the proximal phalanx of the 3d digit of the left manus [hand],"
a claw, and a tail vertebra. But what Chenoweth found was enough to prove
the existence of these remarkable animals, better known from complete
skeletons in adjoining states.
Cretaceous (115 to 70 million years ago)
The Cretaceous has yielded our largest flora and fauna, about 900 species.
Of this number about 130 have come from the Lower Cretaceous and 770
from the Upper. Most of the Lower Cretaceous fossils are marine invertebrates; pelecypods, such as clams, oysters, and scallops, predominate, with
gastropods next, and ammonites not uncommon; forams, corals, brachiopods,
echinoids, worms, and other classes are also present. Gastropods up to 18
inches across have been reported. In the continental sediments, fresh-water
snails and clams occur. Logs up to 2 feet in diameter have been reported. An
interesting fern, Tempskya, is being studied by C. B. Read.
The Upper Cretaceous marine fauna totals about 450 species. Clams and
oysters Jead with more than 200 species; there are more than 100 cephalopods,
chiefly ammonites, and nearly 100 snails. A small slab in the Geology
Museum collected by Kenneth D. Sharp near Seboyeta east of Mt. Taylor
while working on his thesis bears several dozen cream-colored shells of the
high-spired snail, TurriteUa, in a dark red matrix-one of the most striking
slabs I have seen in the Cretaceous of New Mexico. Starfish are extremely
rare, not only in New Mexico but throughout the entire Rocley Mountain
region. Particular interest, therefore, attaches to a slab found by S. Eugene
Buell in 1956 near Cabezon that bears the imprints of several baby starfish
scarcely a half inch across.
Most of the Cretaceous invertebrates are much larger than those of the
Paleozoic era. Oysters range up to 24 inches in length; some of the clams,
broken into many fragments, were probably larger than this; and the spirally
coiled ammonites, also generally broken, range up to 30 inches in diameter.
A few unbroken shells of large ammonites have been collected. We have a
fine shell of Prionocyclus wyomingensis with a diameter of 13 inches 'and
a thickness of 4 inches from Mariana Lake, east ~f.. Gallup, and one of
Coilopoceras with a diameter of 21 inches from the valley of the Rio Puerco,
northw~t of Albuquerque. (Recently an ammonite 16 inches in diameter
and 6~ inches thick ~.~ found in the Puerco Valley by 7-year-old David E.
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Thomas. At first I thought it was an undescribed- genus and species but
later I learned that it was a Mante1liceras canitaurium, descnoed from Wyoming. The largest of th~ Wyoming types had a diameter of 11 ¥2 inches, so
David's specimen was quite a bit larger.) In the marine strata occur shark
teeth of two quite different types: sharp-pointed flesh-cutting and rounded
shell-crushing teeth.
In Late Cretaceous time conditions were much more favorable in -the
Raton region for preservation of plants than of animals. Thus we have
from this region an excellent fossil record of the diversified and luxuriant
plant life but practically no record of the contemporary animals that must
-have been living there. On the other ha'Bd, during the same time span, conditions were more favorable in the San Juan Basin for preservation of animals
than of plants. In the Raton region there was, according to Knowlton (1917):
" . . . a series of great low-lying swamps and marshes wherein grew
much of the vegetation of the time! In the pools and slow-moving streams
were Sparganium, and on the surface floated the rosetlesof Trapa? microphylla. About the edges grew Canna?, Acrostichum, Woodwardia, and doubtless certain figs and an occasional palm. In the denser swamps were found the
cypress-like Cupressinoxylon, Widdringtonia, Sterculia, and many species
of Ficus, with here and there ~ breadfruit tree. On higher ground were
sequoias, oaks, walnuts, laurels, ivies, and grapes.
"From the abundance and proportion of the plant types it may be presumed that there was an abundance of m.oisture, from the_ absence of marked
growth rings that there was no sharp differentiation of seasons, and from
the general facies of the whole flora that the climate was warm temperate
and perhaps even subtropical:'
In addition to the plants mentioned above, the following have been found
-in the Raton region:
algae
ash
bald cypress
bayberry
bean
buckthorn

ebony
fern
fir'

fungus
honeysuckle
jujube tree

palm
plane-tree
poplar
spindle-tree
tulip-tree
willow

There are 14 species of ferns, 16 of figs, 8 of honeysuckle, and 5 of willow.
Identified from the San Juan Basin are the following:
bayberry

fern

bean

fig
fir

cattail
currant
duckweed
ebony
eucalyptus
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In addition to these records, based chiefly on leaves, Anderson (1960) has
identified 71 species of pollen and spores in the Late Cretaceous of a small
area near Cuba.
Silicified logs of large size with well-preserved cell structure are found in
several places. In' the Fruitland f0!IDation north of Chaco Canyon I have
seen silicified logs more than 30 feet long compressed in the plastic shale
to elliptical cross section a foot across and only 2-3 inches thick, yet with
microscopic cell structure perfectly preserved. Edward C. Beaumont has seen
trunks 120 feet long, broken into numerous segments, but with stumps and
parts of roots attached. He tells me that some of the wood is silicified
and some is coalified. In the valley of the Rio Puerco northwest of Albuquerque good specimens of silicified logs are occasionally found. Some of
these. are riddled with burrows made by Teredo, a boring pelecypod commonly known as the "shipworm." The logs were probably carried by riyer
floods down to the sea, where the Teredo attacked them just as it does the
piles
'
, of wharves. and bottoms of wooden ships today.
In the continental sediments of rivers, deltas, lakes, and swamps occur
fresh-water clams and snails, fishes, a few crocodiles, a variety of turtles (at
least 16 species), and both herbivorous and carnivorous dinosaurs. In 1916,
Stanton described and illustrated a new species of fresh-water snail from the
Fruitland formation, N eritina baueri, well-preserved specimens of which
retain "the color pattern, which consists of numerous irregular dark-brown
spots and bands, some of which tend to have a spiral arrangement, while
others run in zigzag fashion nearly parallel with the growth lines." He added
that this snail, 1~ inches in diameter, is "much larger than any other
American Cretaceous Neritina that has been described." Among the dinosaurs are the ornithopods, I\Iitosaurus with its Roman nose and Parasaurolophus with its long tubular crest; ceratopsians, like Monoclonius with its
single very large nasal horn, and Chasmosaurus and Pentaceratops, each
with three horns; sauropods, such as Alamosaurus and possibly Camarasaurus;
and the carnivorous dinosaurs, Gorgosaurus, up to 29 feet in length, and possibly Deinodon, which was nearly as large as the famed Tyrannosaurus.(not
yet known from New Mexico).
Paleocene (70 to 55 million years ago)
With the general continental emergence of Late Cretaceous time the seas
made their final retreat and marine life disappears from the New lvIexico
record. From now on we see only the plants and animals that lived in the
fresh waters of streams, lakes, and swamps and on the dry land. The Cenozoic
era saw the spectacular rise of the mammals to dominance, supplanting the
dinosaurs and other great reptiles of the Mesozoic. From Paleocene strata
numerous leaves, clams, snails, fish, reptiles such as crocodiles, turtles, lizards,
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and snakes, and a great variety of mammals have been collected, studied,
and named.
In northeastern New Mexico conditions during the Paleocene were more
favorable for preServation of plants than of animals, as they had been during
the Late Cretaceous. For the Raton formation Knowlton (1917) postulated:
u . • • a series of great swamps and marshes. . . . In the shallow open
waters· there were water lilies of the familiar types. In the marshes grew .the
tall, reedlike grass, Phragmites, and doubtless several of the small ferns.
About the edges of the marshes were palms, figs, cinnamons, and breadfruit
trees. In the denser swamps there were probably figs, magnolias, sweetgums,
sy~ores, and certain of the climbing vines. On higher and drier ground
were oaks, walnuts, beeches, viburnums, and grapes.
"The presence of the numerous coal veins as well as tI1e character and
luxuriance of the vegetation indicates that moisture was abundant, and the
known distribution of the living representatives of the Raton flora make it
more than probable that the climate was at least warm temperate, perhaps
not unlik.e that now prevailing in South Carolina and Georgia."
In addition to the plants enumerated above, there are the following:

,

bean
buckthorn
chestnut
dogbane
dogwood
elm
euonymus
ginseng

jujubetr~

laurel
linden
maple
plum
poplar
prickly ash
senna

snakewort
soapberry
spindle-tree
spurge
stagger-bush
sumac
tragacanth
witch-hazel

... ,

There are 12 species of figs, 9 each of magnolias and walnuts, and 8 of planetrees or sycamores. Single palm leaves as much as 9 feet across have been
seen in the roofs of the coal minesl
In northwestern New Mexico there is much more known of animal life
than of plant life. From thePuerco facies or formation we have a dozen
species of dicots: breadfruit, buckthorn, fig, honeysuckle, magnolia, poplar,
and sycamore. From the younger Torrejon strata we have ten species: breadfruit, buckthorn, fig, jujube tree, oak, sycamore, walnut, and witch-hazel. In
addition to these leaves Anderson (1960) has identified 23 species of pollen
.
and spores in a small area near Cuba.
The roster of P1:ler~o animals includes a snail, a fish,.3 rhynchocephalian,
2 crocodil~, 16 turtles, and at least 42 mammals, including multituberculates, marsupials, taeniodonts, carnivores, condylarths, and amblypods.
I would like to digress a bit into the realm of paleopathology and note
that although bone fractures are known as far back as Permian time among
reptiles from Texas, what appears to be the ol~est known fracture among
mammals is found in a New Mexico specimen. This was Ectoconus, a small .
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herbivorous ungulate or amblypod of the Puerco fauna. According to R. L.
Moodie (1923), the unfortunate creature "had suffered a fracture of the left
humerus immediately above the condyles and the ensuing infection resulted
in the coalescence of the articular end of the humerus in the olecranal fossa.
The fracture [became] badly infected for the whole lateral surface of the ulna
is pitted with necrotic sinuses and roughened with carious bone . . . . the
injury must have seriously handicapped the individual but it survived the
infection since the lesions are well healed over. This is the oldest known
ankylosed elbow joint . . . . " And so we take leave of little Ectoconus, as
he painfully hobbles over the badlands (then a level flood plain) between
.
Cuba and Bloomfield 67 million years ago.
The roster of Torrejon animals includes a clam, 6 snails, a fish, 3 rhynchocephalians, ·2 crocodiles, 2 lizards, a snake (an ancestral viper), 17 turtles,
and 53 mammals, including multituberculates, insectivores, taeniodonts,
carnivores, condylarths, and amblypods. Digressing again, it may be noted
that spondylitis deformans is an ancient disease, going back to Early Cretaceous dinosaurs and many examples are known among both reptiles and
mammals including man. Here again, the earliest mammal exhibiting it is
Pantolambda, an amblypod from the Torrejon of the San Juan Basin.
Spondylitis deformans is a type of pathology around the articular surface
of the vertebrae; it is the result of inflammation in the vertebral ligaments,
caused either by infection or injury, and may cause complete rigidity of the
spine.
An interesting bit of indirect evidence for the presence of ants as early as
Paleocene time is a log exhibiting ant galleries found near the Cuba-Bloom.field highway. These were described and illustrated by C. T. Brues (1936);
!they are similar tothe galleries made by living species of "carpenter ants"
of the genus Camponotus.
Eocene (55 to 50 million years ago)
, Silicified logs are not uncommon in the early Eocene strata of the San
Juan Basin but apparently few leaves have been collected or identified. On
the other hand, a fauna of possibly 120 species reveals abundant and diversifiedanimallife. There are clams, snails, fishes (mostly garfish scales), crocodileS, lizards, a profusion of
(20 species), New :Mexico's first bird
_ (the giant Diatryma, 7 feet tall, with much reduced wings, massive legs, and
a large head with a powerful beak), and about 80 mammals distributed among
23 families and 10 orders. There were 6 insectivores (representing 6 families),
19 creodonts, 5 fissipede camivores, 15 condylarths, 14 amblypods, 5 taeniodonts, 3 tillodonts, a rodent, 5 primates (a tarsioid and 4 lemuroids), an
artiodactyl, and 7 horses. The horses, Hyracotherium (formerly "Eohippus"),

turtles
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about the size of a fox terrier, make an interesting contrast with the 7-foot
Diatryma.
.
.
At the Sweet ranch near Cerrillos one tree 6 feet in diameter has an estimated· length of 135 feet. A popular article on the petrified forest here reported a tree 4 feet in diameter and 185 feet long, which seems excessive.
As noted earlier, I have not attempted to cany my census of New Mexico
plants and animals beyond the Eocene. However, some general aspects
of the fossil record of the last 50 million years are presented below.

01i~ne (~5 to 25 million years ago)
No fossils of proved Oligocene age have come to my attention. A few
titanothere teeth from the Galisteo, at first reported to be early-Oligocene in
age, have been assigned to the Duchesnean or latest Eocene.

Miocene and Pliocene (25 to 1million years ago)
Opalized wood or wood-opal, much of it of gem quality, occurs at various
localities in the Santa Fe formation of the Rio Grande Valley and Jomada del
Muerto, notably near the north end of the Fra' Cristobal Range north of
the Caballo Mountains and south of San Marcial. Here stems, limbs, trunks,
and roots in a variety of colors are well preserved. Opalized wood of Fraxinus
(ash) with cell structure beautifully preserved occurs in abundance near the
Bemardo bridge, about halfway between Los Lunas and Socorro; this was
found by M. Howard Berliner in 1939.
.
From the Santa Fe formation of the¥spanola basin north of Santa Fe a
truly astonishing amount of material, most of it mammalian, has been collected. Literally, freight-car lots have been shipped to the American.Museum
of Natural History. The Childs Frick collection, started in 1924, includes
giant tortoises, >I< falcons or vultures, and many species of mammals: rodents
(especially beavers), rabbit, cat, bear-dog, dog, rhinoceros, 3-toed horses,
deer, pronghoms, camels, and 4-tusked mastodons (about shoulder high to a
man.) The pronghoms or "antelopes" number about a dozen species and
are represented by more than 1,500 skulls and jaws. Of several new genera
and species of mastodon, my favorite is one found near Ojo Caliente and
named Ocalientinus ojocaliensisl
·One of the prize exhibits of our Geology Museum is' an Esp~ola tortoise. 34 inches
long, 27 inches wide. IS inches high, and weighing about 500 pounds. (This specimen was
photographed for National Geographic Magazine in 1942.)
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Pleistocene and Recent (the last million years)
'Some plants, some fresh-water clams and snails, and many vertebrates,
especially mammals and birds, have been found widely scattered over the
state, possibly in every one of the thirty-two counties. It was during the
Pleistocene, of course, that many mammals attained their present stature,
such· as horse, camel, deer, and bison. The mammoth and mastodon stood
higher than the surviving elephants; beaver, bear, and sloth were larger than
their living relatives. Mammoth and/or mastodon have been reported from
at least half of the state's counties. Horse, deer, and bison were widely distributed also.
Far more material, apparently, has been collected from the latest Pleistocene and Recent than from early or middle Pleistocene. A frustrating problem is where to draw the boundary between Pleistocene and Recent time.
Formerly set at 25,000 years ago, this boundary is now generally placed at only
9,000 years ago. Purists have argued that plant and animal remains from the
Recent epoch should not be termed fossil; some have used the term subfnssil.
Many Pleistocene species of plants and animals have survived to the present
day. A number of species, such as mammoth, mastodon, horse, camel, bison,
giant bear, and others, became extinct in latest Pleistocene or Recent time.
A few lingered on until a few thousand years ago. The great ground sloth
may have survived in New Mexico until a few hundred years ago.
Artifacts of prehistoric man associated with skeletal remains of numerous
vertebrates were discovered at several localities in the state, notably in certain
caves, during the period 192&1940. Many papers by archeologists and paleontologists describing the excavations at these sites were published during the
period 1929-1941. For example, artifacts associated with an extinct species
of bison were found in 1926 near Folsom, 22 miles east of Raton; this came
to be called the Folsom culture. In 1927-1928 Boy Scouts began exploring
Sandia Cave. Conkling Cavern and Shelter Cave, at Bishop's Cap Peak near
Las Cruces, as well as several caves in the Guadalupe Mountains west of
Carlsbad, were explored by amateurs and archeologists. In 1932 a road construction crew, seeking gravel in Black Water Draw, between Clovis and
Portales, found large quantities of bison bones and mammoth bones, tusk,
and teeth along with artifacts.
A notable feature of Conkling and Shelter Caves was the large number of
bird bones; a check list for those two caves and another in the Guadalupe
Mountains reveals 65 different species of birds, of which only 4 are extinct.
Included are the California condor, vulture, turkey, hawk, falcon, owl, etc.
A new species of roadrunner was named Geococcyx conklingi for Roscoe P.
Conkling after whom the cavern was named. One new genus of bird, Pyelorhamphus, was described. From Conkling Cavern have come the following
mammals: bison, camel, cave bear, coyote, ground sloth, horse, pronghorn
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(Clantelope"), a large wolf, and other smaIl carnivores and rodents.
The Burnet Cave in the Guadalupes west of Carlsbad yielded 2 reptiles,
17 birds, and 43 mammals. Many of these mammals are small in size, but
there are large ones such as bison, camel, deer, horse, mountain lion, muskox,
and pronghorn.
. Clovis lake clays and associated river sands and gravels at Black Water
Draw were excavated by E. B. Howard and ass.ociates, of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia with the support of the Carnegie Institution in 1933. Various specialists reported on the diatom flora, the moIIuscs,
the vertebrates, and the artifacts. Of diatoms, which are one-ceIIed plants of .
microscopic size, there are 140 species. A clam, 20 species of snails, a box
turtle, and the following mammals were identified: beaver, bison, camel, deer,
horse, mammoth, peccary, prairie dog, skunk. The artifacts and associated
flora and fauna ate believed to be between 10,000 and 13,000 years old.
At the Folsom quarry more than fifty skeletons of an extinct species of
bison, Bison taylori, were found willi artifacts in a small area, suggesting a
.kill and barbecue. A radiocarbon dating of charcoal from this site gave an
age of 4,575 ± 300 years, which many workers think is too little.
At Sandia Cave near Placitas at the north end of the Sandia Mountains,
where excavations were carried on by University of New Mexico students
under the direction of Frank C. Hihben in 193&-1940, three age levels were
found. The oldest or Sandia level, with its Sandia points, was dated by radiocarbon analysis of mammoth ivory as 26,000 years old and contains the following mammals: bison, camel, horse, mammoth, mastodon. The overlying
Folsom layer, with its Folsom points, and believed to be about 8,000 to 9,000
years old, contains the following: bison, camel, ground sloth, horse, mammoth, wolf. The uppermost layer, less than 1,000 years old, contains: bat,
bear, elk, ground sloth, mountain sheep, mule deer, porcupine, wood tat.
Another interesting cave not far from Albuquerque is Isleta Cave, 10
miles west of Isleta Pueblo. Here were found: bear, bison, camel, horse, lion,
lynx, mammoth, pronghorn. Horse and mastodon have been found 9 feet
below the surface in an arroyo at Placitas. Horse and mammoth occur in
gravel pits withinAlbuquerque city limits. In 1956 J. NicoII Durrie, Jr., then
9 years old, was hunting arrowheads high on the wooded east slope of the
Sandia Mountains when he discovered remarkably well preserved mastodon
teeth, now on exhibit in the Geology Museum. This occurrence at an elevation of 8,470 feet may constitute an altitude record for Mastodon americmus. This particular individual may well have died only 3,000-5,000 years
ago.
A list (which I am sure is incomplete) of mammals so far reported from
the Pleistocene and Recent sediments of New Mexico is given below.
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badger
bat
bear
beaver (extinct species)
bighorn sheep
-bison (extinct)
bobcat
cacomistle (ringtail)
camel (extinct)
cave bear (extinct)
cottontail rabbit
coyote
deer (livrng and extinct)
elk
ferret
fox .~
giant"bear (larger than a grizzly)
ground sloth (extinct)
horse (extinct)
jackrabbif
kangaroo rat

lobo wolf
lynx
mammoth (extinct)
marmot
mastodon (extinct)
mice
.
mountain lion (cougar)
mountain sheep
mule deer
. muskox (extinct)
peccazy
pocket gopher
porcupine
prairie dog
pronghorn ("antelope")
rat
rock squirrel
skunk
Virginia deer
wolf

One of the most exciting discoveries ever made in New Mexico was that
of the partly mummified, completely articulated skeleton of the ground
sloth Nothrotherium shastense. This specimen was found in 1928 by three
adventurous lads from El Paso while exploring a volcanic pipe or fumarole
100 feet below the surface at Aden Crater, southwest of Las Cruces. This
grotesque animal, 8 feet long and 3 feet high, with its curved talon-like claws
6 inches long, even had patches of hide and yellow hair. From an examination
of the plants present in the associated coprolite (dung ball )., it was possible
to conclude that the creature had died in the spring of an unknown year,
possibly only a few hundred years ago. Prof. Lull, of Yale; published a complete memoir of the Peabody Museum of Natural History (1929) on this
,
single specimen.
CONCLUSION
Huxley once wrote that what we have in the fossil record of the Earth
"is but the skimmings of the pot of time."
What I have attempted to do in this paper is to dip into the New Mexico
pot and ladle out a few plants and quite a few animals for your inspection.
We have spanned 75,000 feet of sediments and about 500 million years of
time and I have skimmed off only a few of the many thousands of plants
and animals that have lived and died here in the salt waters of the seas, in
the fresh waters of rivers, lakes, and swamps, and on the surface of the land,
in underground caverns, and in the air. To avoid ending on a funereal note,
let us recall with Alfred Noyes that
These rocks, these bones, these fossil ferns and shells,
Shall yet be touched with beauty and reveal
The secrets of the book of earth to man.
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SELECTED REFERENCES
Lack of space precludes appending a lengthy list of references. Quite a
few references are made by citing simply the author's name and date. The
interested reader can pursue these further by recourse to either of the following series of bibliographies:
Bibliographies of New Mexico geology and mineral technology, published
by the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources (Socorro, New
. Mexico) as Bulletins 43 (covering literature through 1950), 52 (1951-1955),
and 74 (1956-1960).
Bjbliographies of North American geology, published by the U. S. Geological Survey (Washington, D. C.) as Bulletins 746 (covering the period.
1785-1918), 823 (1919-1928), 937 (1929-1939), 1049 (1940-1949), 985
(1950), 1025 (1951), 1035 (1952-1953), 1054 (1954), 1065 (1955), 1075
(1956), 1095 (1957), 1115 (1958), and 1145 (1959).
For unpublished theses and dissertations, see John and Halka Chronic,
1958, Bibliography of theses in geology, published by Petroleum Research
Corp., Pruett Press, Inc., Boulder, Colorado.
ADDENDUM
Published and Unpublished Investigations
A study of the available bibliographies published by the U. S. Geological
Survey and the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources shows
that through 1960 about 5,000 articles, bulletins, monographs, and books
by about 2,300 authors have dealt with some aspect of the geology of New
Mexico. Of these 5,000 titles, about 1,600 may be regarded as stratigraphic
and/or paleontologic in nature. In tum, of these 1,600 titles about 650 are
chiefly paleontologic; in more than 200 of these, new genera and new species
of fossil plants and animals are described and illustrated.
In addition to this impressive array of publi$hed work, much unpublished
information on the geology of the state exists in the files of federal and state
- organizations, oil companies, mining companies, geology departments of
educational institutions, and elsewhere. The wealth of information contained
in masters' theses and doctoral dissertations is not generally known.
In 1960, a total of 116 universities anacolleges in the United States offered
the master's degreein geology; of these, 58 offered also the doctor's degree.
Of these 116 institutions, at least 40 have sent graduate students into New
Mexico to do research in the field of geology. During the period 19031960, these 40 schools awarded 299 advanced degrees-69 doctors' and 230
masters'-based on dissertations and theses dealing with some aspect of New
Mexico geology. A few of the leading schools are Iistedbelow.
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Leading Institutions in Total Advanced Degrees
Based on New Mexico Geology. 1903-1960
University of New Mexico
Columbia University
Texas Technological College
University of Texas
New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology
University of Arizona
Uiiiversity of Wisconsin
University of.llliIl0is
Harvard Universi~
California Institutq of Technology

72
31

29
22

12
12
10
9

8
7

Separate tables follow for dissertations and theses.
Leading Institutions for Doctoral Dissertations
Based on New Mexico Geology. 1903-1960
Columbia University
Harvard University
California Institute of Technology
University of Arizona
Johns Hopkins University
Stanford University
and 1 with 3
5 with 2 each
9 with 1 each

20
8
6

5
44-

Leading Institutions for Masters' Theses
Based on New Mexico Geology. 1913·1960
University of New Mexico
Texas Technological College
University of Texas
New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology
Columbia University
University of Wisconsin
University of Arizona
University of lllinois
University of Kansas
Northwestern University
and 3 with 5 each
2 with4-each
2 with 3 each
4-with2each
13 with 1 each
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29
19

12
11
10
7
7
7
6
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The following table shows the number of theses and dissertations based
on New Mexico geology each year from 1903 through 1960.
Year

1903
1911
1913
1915
1921
1923
1924
1927
1929
1931
1932
1933
1935
1936
1938
1939
1940
1941

Theses Dissertations

0
0
1
0
2

1
3
0
0

2
4
1
2

2
4
2

2
5

1
1
1
1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1
1
2
2
2
0
0
0

Year

1942
1943
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
195Q
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
Total

Theses Dissertations
0
3

0

2

1

0

1
4
5
6
18
16
10
26

2
3
1
1
1
3
3
5
6
6
2
5
8
6
1
69

11

16
19
14

18
11

10
230

Note the remarkable jump in 1950. During the ll-year period 1950-1960,
225 advanced degrees were conferred, contrasting with only 74 degrees for
the preceding 47 years.
The University of New Mexico's first graduate, Douglas Johnson~ who
received his B. S. degree in 1901, received his Ph.D. from Columbia in 1903
with a dissertation entitled leThe Geology of the Cerrillos Hills."
Many different aspects of New Mexico geology are treated in these dissertations and theses, as shown in the following table.
CHIEF EMPHASIS OF DISSERTATIONS Al'lD THESES
Field
Dissertations Theses
. General geology,
inel. geomorphology
12
57
Stratigraphy
18
48
Economic geology
12
19
23
Petrology and petr~graphy
7
Sedimentation
2
28
Paleontology
22
6
Mineralogy
16
7
Structure
2
7
Geophysics
7
P
-Ground Water
3
3
6<}
Total
230
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69
66
31
30
30
28
23
9
7
6
299
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Note that only 22 theses and 6 dissertati()ns have dealt primarily with
paleontology. However, 48 theses and 18 dissertations have dealt with stratigraphy, and thus a total of 70 theses and 24 dissertations have dealt in some
measure with New Mexico fossils. Parts of some of these writings have been
. published but many remain relatively inaccessible or are available only in
microfilm.

L
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The lecture was accompanied by about 175 colored slides taken by
Dr. Abraham Rosenzweig, of the U. N. M. Department of Geology,
illustrating geologic maps and cross sections, paleogeographic maps showing former distribution of land and sea, and fossil plants, invertebrates,
and vertebrates, together with reconstructions of some of them and
restorations of seascapes and landscapes. Many of the photographs of fossils were taken from published illustrations but some were from masters'
theses and some from specimens in the University of New Mexico Geology Museum. A numb~ of striking illustrations in c~Iot were from
Prehistoric Animals, by J. Augusta and Z. Burian, published originally
in Czechoslo~ and later in London. Also, a number of fossil spedmens were placed on exhibit in the lecture hall.
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